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Abstract
This thesis is in the field of Computer Science. More precisely, its main research themes are in
the applied part of the field Cloud Computing. The main focus in this work is on monitoring
of cloud systems in a distributed fashion.
This work is a natural continuation of previous studies on discovering the symptoms
malicious behaviours in cloud systems. Our line of research is based on efficient discovery
of the symptoms of threats. This challenge is met through the design and analysis of new
algorithms carrying out this job.
Several algorithms are studied. First, a simplified version of previously studied Mobility
algorithm is proposed. The new algorithm is named Reduce-Max algorithm. This algorithm
is analysed on eight different data sets. Then two modifications of Reduce-Max algorithm
are considered. The first one is called Randomised-Local Reduction and the second one is
Deterministic-Centralised Reduction. Further, the algorithms are tested under different models
of symptoms appearance. The work continues with studies of Reduce-Max and its two mod-
ifications in hierarchical systems, which concludes in the design of a new algorithm, called
Random-Start-Round-Robin. Finally, this thesis concludes with work on balancing Mobility
Algorithm.
An integral part of my PhD work are experiments of proposed algorithms where the
emphasis is on proper modeling of monitoring of cloud systems. Further discussion is based
on the results of these experiments reflected in the final conclusions.
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Preliminaries and Foundations

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The work in this thesis, as described in the abstract, is in the area of Distributed Systems,
particularly in Cloud Computing Systems and more generally in the field of Computer Science.
More precisely, the attempt is to study cloud monitoring problems with the goal of discovering
malicious behaviours in cloud systems. Namely, the research approach focuses on determining
malicious behaviour via discovering relevant symptoms rather than by targeting more specific
malicious behaviour directly.
Cloud computing systems are often seen as dynamic pools of Virtual Machines (VMs)
installed on a provider side physical machine and to be offered to cloud users [5]. In [8], cloud
computing is defined as a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared environment of configurable computing resources.
The access to cloud computing systems is often granted to numerous users of Virtual
Machines and to services via the Internet [9], [10]. This form of access makes cloud systems
more vulnerable with respect to security than physical networks [4]. This is often a reason
for more frequent and more serious attacks. In order to prevent or minimise the extent of at-
tacks, and in turn to secure data storage, any malicious behaviour such as external undesirable
interventions should be rapidly identified and halted if possible [2].
With the above goals in mind, this thesis is proposing and evaluating a number of al-
gorithms targeting efficient symptoms monitoring in cloud systems. Such algorithms need to
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identify the most appropriate ways to monitor Virtual Machines (VMs), for example via de-
termining the best data sets, the most suitable number of Forensic Virtual Machines (FMVs)
and the best selected ranges of highest valued VMs, all matched with the structure of cloud
networks.
This introductory chapter is organised as follows: first, more detailed description of the
motivation and what has been done in this thesis is presented in Section 1.2. This is followed
by Section 1.3 which presents the main research question and related problems. The main
research contributions and methods of evaluation of this thesis are listed in Section 1.4. The
review of the published work to date resulting from the research described in this thesis is
presented in Section 1.5. Section 1.6 refers to the organisation of the rest of this thesis.
1.2 Motivations
A strong motivation for this research comes from a number of security problems in cloud
systems. The work covered by this thesis started through reading a number of seminal papers
such as “A view of cloud computing” [11], “A survey on security issues in service delivery
models of cloud computing” [12], “Addressing cloud computing security issues” [13], “On
technical security issues in cloud computing” [14] and “On Cloud computing: issues and
challenges” [15]. On the basis of these papers, it has been decided to focus on studies on
symptoms like modifying the time attributes [16], service mix attributes [17], and identifying
suspicious snippets of code [18] which indicate threats to cloud systems.
In particular, the paper titled “A framework for detecting malware in cloud by identifying
symptoms” [18] lays down a good direction for research explorations suggesting Mobility
algorithm as the most relevant tool for symptoms discovery.
These previous papers lead to the conclusions that the topic of cloud security issues
has an increasing number of researches who work on it. The reason is that the work on cloud
systems needs continuous developments on security due to the on-line access to those systems.
Finally, another reason for choosing this topic is its relation to symptoms discovery in
human diseases. For example, when patients come to hospitals, the doctors first check basic
symptoms, which help them to arrive in diagnosis of a specific disease or to determine possible
causes of illnesses [18].
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1.3 Research question and related issues
As described in this introductory chapter, it is very important to secure the use of cloud based
data storage. The access to the data storage in clouds is mainly available via the Internet.
Because the Internet is open for everyone, the threats of malicious behaviour become higher.
The aim of this research is to design and evaluate new algorithms for distributed decen-
tralised monitoring of cloud systems. These algorithms target efficient discovery of symptoms
of malicious behaviours in cloud systems.
The problem considered in this thesis is non-trivial due to the large scale of cloud com-
puting systems in which often only small resources are available to support security and mon-
itoring mechanism. Another important issue is the unpredictability of malicious behaviour in
dynamic cloud systems.
The main question can be rephrased as what are the most suitable distributed algorithms
for monitoring VMs with the goal of detecting intrusions.
1.4 Research contributions and evaluation processes
The main contributions of this thesis refer to the design and evaluation of new algorithms that
support cloud monitoring by discovering symptoms of malicious behaviours. The work pre-
sented in this thesis was completed under supervision of my coauthors and research advisors.
After starting with an introductory part of two chapters, a number of algorithms are proposed
in Chapter 3. The evaluation environments for each algorithm are analysed in Chapter 4, and
the outcomes are discussed in Chapter 5. This is followed by comparisons and evaluations of
those algorithms in Chapter 6 and conclusions of the whole work in Chapter 7.
A thorough evaluation of research explorations is an integral part of any research activ-
ity. There are different ways to perform evaluation. First one is to compare the own work
with other researchers’ works in the same area of research [19]. Other methods include sta-
tistical testing via experiments with an adaptive interim analysis [20] and qualitative research
evaluations [21]. In this thesis, the second and third approaches listed above will be adopted.
However, for first approach a comparison between the thesis’s algorithms themselves and the
recent paper [22] is one of promising direction of this research.
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1.5 Published work
In this section, we list publications relevant to the main theme of this thesis:
1.5.1 Journal paper
• Sultan S. Alshamrani, Dariusz R. Kowalski and Leszek A. Gasieniec, “The Impact of
Hierarchical Structure on Efficiency of Cloud Monitoring”, submitted to a special issue
to Recent Patents on Computer Science Journal. This paper is a selected paper that
originally presented in Cloudtech 2016 [1].
Cloud computing systems are often seen as dynamic pools of Virtual Machines (VM)
installed on provider side physical machines to be offered to Cloud users. Cloud cus-
tomers could use these Virtual Machines as services, platforms or as a whole infras-
tructure. However, in practice the infrastructure of a computing cloud includes several
levels, such as virtual gateways, virtual clusters and virtual nodes. In this paper, we
pursue a study of the impact of a hierarchical structure, formed of three levels, on the
process of monitoring the system with the main goal of discovering symptoms of mali-
cious behaviours in clouds.
We address in this paper two major questions. The first question refers to the opti-
misation of the number of clusters in the hierarchical structure to guarantee efficient
monitoring.
The second question, posed in some previous papers in this area, concerns efficient
distributed implementation of the monitoring process; namely, how to choose locally
the next VM to be visited by a Forensic Virtual Machines (FVM) in a light and local
way. Note that this paper is for a special issue in the journal. This paper was originally
presented in Cloudtech 2016.
1.5.2 Conference papers
The following conference papers have been published:
• Sultan S. Alshamrani. Discovering Malicious Behaviour Symptoms in Cloud Systems.
In: Proceedings of the Eighth Saudi Students Conference in the UK. 2016. p. 375-384.
[2]
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Cloud computing system defined as a modern technology that enables users to share
resources in a virtual storage and computing environment. Moreover, cloud system
provides an environment of a number of virtual machines (VMs), which are used by
multiple users, and implemented on a single physical server. In this paper, the approach
focuses on identifying malicious behaviour via discovering respective symptoms rather
than targeting particular malicious behaviour directly. The reason behind our research
approach is that a malicious behaviour can be characterised by a set of symptoms. Fi-
nally, this paper provides experiments of monitoring VMs in order to discover symp-
toms.
In this paper, a new algorithm that is called Reduce-Max algorithm is proposed for
the monitoring purposes and to overcome limitations in monitoring in previous work
in [18]. Five configurations of data sets were considered, implemented and analysed
for This Reduce-Max algorithm. They are (uniformly) random, uniform, arithmetic,
harmonic, and exponential.
• Sultan S. Alshamrani, Dariusz R. Kowalski and Leszek A. Gasieniec, “Efficient Dis-
covery of Malicious Symptoms in Clouds via Monitoring Virtual Machines”, 2015
IEEE International Conference on Computer and Information Technology; Ubiquitous
Computing and Communications; Dependable, Autonomic and Secure Computing; Per-
vasive Intelligence and Computing (CIT/IUCC/DASC/PICOM), pp.1703-1710, 26-28
Oct. 2015 [3].
The main contribution of this paper refers to several new mechanisms for monitoring
Virtual Machines and further experimental work targeting efficient ways of visiting VMs
in order to discover malicious symptoms.
In [3], there was a further development of Reduce-Max algorithm supported by a deeper
analysis. The paper distinguished two ways of implementing Reduce-Max algorithm
in case of many FVMs: deterministic coordinated reduction and randomised local re-
duction. The same five configurations of weights as in [2] were tested for Reduce-Max
algorithm in both the considered versions (deterministic and randomised).
• Sultan S. Alshamrani, Dariusz R. Kowalski, Leszek A. Gasieniec and Muhammed B.
Abdulazeez, “Balancing mobility algorithm for monitoring virtual machines in clouds”,
in ECCWS2016-Proceedings fo the 15th European Conference on Cyber Warfare and
Security, p. 9-17. 2016. [4].
In this paper, the focus is on the discovery of malicious behaviour via determining un-
wanted symptoms rather than via targeting particular malicious behaviours of the sys-
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tem directly. The main contribution of this paper consists of several new mechanisms
for monitoring Virtual Machines and further experimental work targeting efficient ways
of visiting VMs in order to discover malicious symptoms. The goal is to find the fastest
and the best set of weights for visiting VMs.
The main part focuses on the explanation of the work conducted by the authors on
monitoring Virtual Machines. The balance of Mobility algorithm will be by setting two
weights in front of each part of the mobility formula. These two weights have a sum of
one.
• Sultan S. Alshamrani, Dariusz R. Kowalski and Leszek A. Gasieniec, “The impact of
hierarchical structure on efficiency of Cloud monitoring”. IEEE 2016 2nd International
Conference on Cloud Computing Technologies and Applications (CloudTech) (pp. 40-
46).2016. [5].
In this paper, cloud customers could use Virtual Machines as services, platforms or as
a whole infrastructure. However, in practice the infrastructure of a computing Cloud
includes several levels, such as virtual gateways, virtual clusters and virtual nodes.
The purpose is to study the impact of a hierarchical structure, formed of three levels,
on the process of monitoring the system with the main goal of discovering symptoms
of malicious behaviours in Clouds. We address in this paper two major questions. The
first question refers to optimise the number of clusters in the hierarchical structure to
guarantee efficient monitoring. The second question, posed in some previous papers
in this area, concerns efficient distributed implementation of the monitoring process;
namely, how to choose locally the next VM to be visited by a Forensic Virtual Machine
in a light and local way.
• Sultan S. Alshamrani. How Reduce Max Algorithm Behaves with Symptoms Appear-
ance on Virtual Machines in Clouds. In: 2015 International Conference on Cloud Com-
puting (ICCC). IEEE, 2015. p. 1-4. [6].
There is a continuation of the research that focuses on the discovery of malicious be-
haviour symptoms. The main contribution of this paper is the simulation analysis of
algorithm Reduce Max with respect to its delay in monitoring cloud systems with dif-
ferent demand functions according to the appearance of symptoms that should be on a
random occurrence.
This attempt was made to examine that Reduce-Max algorithm is behaving well with
the appearance of symptoms. This leads to early detection of malicious behaviour of
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cybercriminals in clouds. The results of that work showed additional advantages of
Reduce-Max algorithm.
• Sultan S. Alshamrani, Dariusz R. Kowalski and Leszek A. Gasieniec, “Random-Start-
Round-Robin Algorithm for Monitoring VMs in Clouds”, the paper is ready for sub-
mission [7].
Cloud computing systems are pools of Virtual Machines (VM) installed on provider side
physical machines to be offered to systems’ users. To keep these systems secured, they
should be monitored properly. To do this job, a number of algorithms were proposed
previously. The work in this paper follows the work of previous algorithms. Therefore,
we introduce a new algorithm that proposed to be helpful for the job of visiting VMs in
regards to detect threats.
The work described in this thesis has also led to a number of other investigations, not reported
in this thesis, which in turn has resulted in further publications (to which the author has made
some contribution). For, completeness these publications are summarised as follows:
• M. B. Abdulazeez, D. R. Kowalski, A. Lisista, S. S. Alshamrani. “Failure or Denial of
Service? A Rethink of the Cloud Recovery Model”. in ECCWS2016-Proceedings of
the 15th European Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security, p. 1-8. 2015. [23]
One of the major paradigms of cloud computing is infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
which allows organisations to outsource computing equipment and resources such as
servers, storage, networking, as well as services such as load balancing and content de-
livery networks. A critical aspect and selling point of the vendors offering IaaS is load
balancing. One component of load balancing is auto-scaling. This feature allows appli-
cations to scale up and down dynamically based on load, performance and ’health’ of a
virtual machine (VM). It used to take years to grow businesses to millions of customers
but now this can happen in months or even days, therefore the ability of have infinite
amount of resources on demand is a very appealing one to businesses. The entire cloud
model relies on dynamic scalability and configurability, because it is not practical to
manually configure such services. In this paper we propose a rethink of the way a cloud
scales up, as vendors do not formally define what healthy means. We also look at ap-
plication layer denial of service (DOS) attacks on application servers running compute
services. While there has been extensive efforts to defend the cloud against volumetric
DOS using network layer defenses. Detecting and preventing application layer DOS
attacks on cloud however, is not trivial due to the size of cloud and the heterogeneity of
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applications running. We surveyed some of the key cloud providers that offer IaaS such
as Amazon Web Services, Windows Azure, Google Compute Engine, Rack Space Open
Cloud and IBM Smart Cloud Enterprise. We specifically analysed their auto-scaling
features and looked at the cost implications to customers. We ask the question, does the
monitoring feature of these services differentiate between load increase and Application
Layer DOS when making decision to scale up its services VM.
1.6 Thesis organisation
In this section, there is a presentation of the overall organisation of the thesis beyond this
introductory chapter:
Chapter 2 elaborates further on the outline provided in this chapter including further
details. It provides the necessary background to the work described, together with a review of
the related work. Among the topics covered in this background Chapter 3 are algorithms and
distributed systems, cloud computing (including cloud security, cloud monitoring and cloud
structures), symptom discovery and finally some of the previous work on mobility algorithms.
Chapter 3, located in the second part of this thesis, discusses in greater detail each al-
gorithm starting with Reduce-Max algorithm and its two variants: Deterministic-Centralised
and Randomised-Local versions. Moreover, this chapter provides further explanations to al-
gorithms like Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm. This chapter includes also description
of the hierarchical structure for cloud systems monitoring. It include also a section about
symptoms appearance with Reduce-Max, and finally details of balancing mobility algorithm.
Chapter 4 is also in the Algorithms and Methodology Part. It provides evaluation envi-
ronment of each algorithm that is presented in Chapter 3. In addition, it includes all data sets,
called configurations, that are used for each explained algorithm.
Chapter 5 is the first chapter of the final part of this thesis. This chapter contains all
experimental results for each algorithm. These results are discussed in details in this chapter.
Chapter 6 contains discussions, evaluations, and comparisons among results of algo-
rithms in Chapter 5 to have a clear conclusions.
Chapter 7 shows a summary of the main and final conclusions of these works and sug-
gestion of potential directions for future work.
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Appendix A includes tables that showing all experiments results in numbers which pre-
sented in figures in Chapter 5.
Appendix B includes all awards and some certificates obtained due to the work of this
thesis.

Chapter 2
Background Work and Literature Review
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents a review of the background research and works relevant to the results
presented later in this thesis. As explained earlier, the aim of this thesis is to design and
evaluate new algorithms for performing distributed monitoring of cloud systems in order to
discover malicious behaviours symptoms. This chapter provides reviews about each concept
that is mentioned in the aim of this thesis.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.2 describes a background research about
algorithms. The reason for starting with algorithm section is that this thesis as mentioned in
Chapter 1 proposes new algorithms. This section of algorithms is followed by a background
research of distributed systems as cloud computing system is one of the examples of these sys-
tems. Another reason is that our algorithms are monitoring the cloud systems distributively.
Section 2.4 discusses cloud computing concept which is divided into three subsections as fol-
lows: general knowledge about cloud computing, some literature in cloud security and mainly
subsection about cloud monitoring. The last two sections in this chapter provide literature
review in symptoms discovery area and the reviews of some papers such as [18] that proposed
the mobility algorithm.
2.2 Algorithms
Historically, the word “algorithm” is a descendant of AlKhwarizmi from Abu Abdallah Muham-
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Figure 2.1: A page from Al-Khwarizmi book “Al-kitab al-mukhtasar fi hisab al-gabr wa
lmuqabala”
mad ibn Musa AlKhwarizmi (Father of Abdullah, Mohammad, son of Moses, native of Khwarizm),
geographer and mathematician [24]. One of Al-Khwarizmi’s most famous works is the “Al-
kitab al-mukhtasar fi hisab al-gabr wa lmuqabala” (“The Compendious Book on Calculation
by Completion and Balancing”), which is also where the word “Algebra” (Al-gabr) originates
from [25]. Figure 2.1 contains a page from this book. Now let us specify what an algorithm
is.
Definition 2.1. [26] An algorithm is a procedure or set of rules used in calculation and problem
solving; a set of mathematical or logical operations for the performance of a particular task.
From this definition and also from other sources such as [27], algorithms are ways of
solving problems using step-by-step procedures. In [28], algorithms are used to solve real-
world problems. In this way of defining algorithms, like the work in this thesis, several re-
search papers propose new algorithms to solve various real-world problems. The readers can
find some examples in [29–33]. All these works describe and propose algorithms for different
research problems.
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Finally, the work in this thesis is inspired by Mobility algorithm which is a heuristic
described in details in Chapter 3. This work itself proposes the following algorithms; Reduce-
Max algorithm, Deterministic-Centralised version of Reduce-Max algorithm, Randomised-
Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm, Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm and some
models that are related to algorithms such as symptoms-appearance for Reduce-Max, the hi-
erarchical structure model, and finally balancing mobility algorithm itself.
2.3 Distributed systems
In this section, some historical and background work about distributed systems are provided.
The relevance of this topic is motivated by the fact that the work of this thesis is about dis-
tributed monitoring of virtual machines, and that cloud computing system itself is an example
of distributed systems. Next paragraphs describe what distributed systems are in order to
understand clouds better.
Definition 2.2. [34] A distributed system is a model in which components located on net-
worked computers communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages.
Another definition of distributed system is that it is a collection of independent comput-
ers that appear to its users as a single coherent system [35–37]. To explain this definition, we
could see in Figure 2.2, distributed systems have a shared middle-ware, whatever it is, among
different networked computers with different Operating Systems (OS), although they consti-
tute one system for the user and for a common goal [35]. Figure 2.2 is taken from the book
[35].
Concurrent systems can be classified as parallel or distributed using the following method.
In parallel computing, all processors can have access to a shared memory to exchange infor-
mation between them [38]. On the other hand for distributed computing, each processor has its
own private memory [39]. An example of parallel systems is micro processors with the same
memory, whereas an example of distributed systems is any servers in one system that have
separate memories for each one. Like in Figure 2.3, part (A) is an example of a distributed
system while part (B) is an example of a parallel system.
Some references like [40–43] have no differentiations between distributed computing and
parallel computing. The same system could be considered both as “parallel” and “distributed”;
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Figure 2.2: A distributed system example
the processors in a typical distributed system run concurrently in parallel [40]. Parallel com-
puting may be seen as a particular form of distributed computing, and distributed computing
might be seen as a form of parallel computing. Further, as explained above a number of refer-
ences have no differentiations between them. Finally and according to cloud designers, they
could choose how to implement their systems.
Short historical part of distributed systems is in this and following paragraphs. The first
description of the social interactions that could be enabled through networking was a series of
memos by Licklider of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) in 1962 [44]. Later in
1965, working with Merrill, Roberts connected the TX-2 computer in Mass [45]. Moreover,
the first widespread distributed systems were local-area networks such as Ethernet which was
invented in the 1970s [46]. In late 1966, Roberts went to Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) [47] to develop the computer network concept and quickly put together his
plan for the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), publishing it in 1967
[48]. To make it clear, ARPANET is probably the earliest example of a large-scale distributed
application [49]. Distributed systems appeared as early as the Internet has started.
As in [50], the term “Distributed Systems” may be used in autonomous processes that
run on the same physical computer and interact with each other by message passing. As it is
known of cloud computing systems, one physical computer in provider side can host thousands
of VMs [51, 52].
A distributed system could have a common goal, like solving a large computational prob-
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Figure 2.3: Distributed systems and Parallel systems
lem [42]. One of the functionalities of a cloud system, as an example of distributed systems,
is distributed monitoring of Virtual Machines in order to detect intrusion by discovering their
symptoms.
2.4 Cloud computing
This thesis concentrates on cloud computing systems and some of their functionalities. Cloud
computing is used everywhere [53] by most of the users of the Internet. There are a number of
reasons for making this claim, such as cloud computing can be used everywhere at any time
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Figure 2.4: Cloud computing high-level architecture
using any device [54], cloud computing does not need high-quality equipment from user side
[55], and it is also easy for sharing data to anybody in anywhere in the world [56].
Definition 2.3. [57, 58] Cloud computing is a kind of Internet-based computing that gives
shared processing resources and data to computers and other devices on demand. It is a model
for enabling everywhere, on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing re-
sources such as networks, servers, storage, applications and services.
From this definition, it can be seen how beneficial cloud computing is and why it is
used widely. Cloud computing concept usually refers to two aspects. The first one comprises
applications and services over the Internet. The second refers to the hardware and software
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components in data centres offering respective services [11]. Hence, the purpose of cloud
systems is to improve the performance of data centres by merits their virtual services. Those
services can be accessed from anywhere in the world on demand upon users’ requirements
(Quality of Service) [59].
To understand cloud better, Figure 2.4 shows that a connection to a cloud system could
be by using any device. In addition, this figure presents the three service models of cloud
computing as follows Software as a Service (SaaS); in which cloud customers release their
applications on a hosting environment [15]. The second one is Platform as a Service (PaaS);
PaaS is a development platform supporting the full Web-based application-development [60].
Finally, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS); cloud consumers directly use the raw IT infras-
tructures (processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources) that are
available in the cloud system [61].
Some of cloud history is needed here to understand where the cloud computing term
came from. Cloud computing is not a new term for the development of web applications [62].
The term “Cloud Computing” is based on a collection of many old and few new concepts in
several research fields like Service-Oriented Architecture, distributed and grid computing and
visualisation [63].
Some references to Cloud Computing in its modern sense appeared as early as 1996 [64].
The popularisation of the term can be traced to 2006, when Amazon.com introduced its Elastic
Compute Cloud [65]. Then, a number of other companies started offering a cloud system, like
Google App Engine (GAE) [66], Microsoft Azure [67] and IBM blue Cloud [68].
To explore clouds and the work in this thesis, this section is divided to three subsections.
First of them is about the security of clouds and how dangerous cybercrime is. This is to know
how important this research and other works in the area are. The second subsection is about
cloud monitoring, as this work focuses on it. Final subsection is about cloud structures.
2.4.1 Cloud security
In this new era of life, where technology is used from the early morning to late night, cyber-
crime is becoming more developed and thus challenging for the system designers. The reason
is reflected in the increased number of ways used by criminals. The exact definition of cyber-
crime is not only including on-line crime or computer-related crime [69]. The form of illegal
activity changes in time, as cybercriminals change their methods continuously [70]. Payment
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card fraud on-line is estimated at 210 million US dollars in the United Kingdom, and this
includes only losses from the banks [71]. These losses cause 14 per cent of the UK customers
to avoid purchases over the Internet [71].
There are two types of cyber-crime [72]. First of them is that computer is the tool of
the crime [73]. This could include child pornography, fraud and criminal harassment. The
second type is that computer is the object of the crime [74]. This type includes hacking or
unauthorised use of computer systems and the creation of computer viruses. This type is that
the one is considered here in this thesis, especially in the context of cloud computing.
As [75] indicates, cloud-computing systems are easy targets for cybercriminals, who are
constantly looking for vulnerabilities in the system to explore, due to the distributed nature of
clouds. The same paper [75] also argues that intrusion could be detected by behaviour analy-
sis. Here are some of the security issues in cloud computing. The cloud system architecture
of the software that is used to deliver cloud services, typically involves multiple intercom-
municating cloud components [76]. This intercommunication media could be vulnerable to
attacks by outsiders. One of the security issues is related to cybercriminals’ attacks. Multi-
tenancy in VM-based cloud infrastructures in the way physical resources are shared among
guests, VMs could get a high possibility of an attack [76]. For instance, the way cloud was
developed could give an attacker the ability to have administrative control of guest VMs dur-
ing a live connection by employing a man-in-the-middle attack to modify the code used for
authentication [77].
Another type of cloud data security problems is relevant to VM images. A VM image
encompasses the software stack, including installed and configured applications, used to boot
the VM [76]. An attacker could be able to examine images to determine whether they leak
information or provide an avenue for attack [78]. Furthermore, one of security drawbacks is
cloud availability. It means that the provider has the full set of computing resources accessible
and usable at all times [76]. However, some cases of outage took place with several companies:
Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) and EC2 services suffered a three-hour outage that, in
turn, affected Twitter and other startup companies using the Amazon’s services in February
2008 [79]. Not only Amazon’s cloud services were affected, but also a database cluster failure
at Salesforce.com caused an outage for several hours in February 2008 and in January 2009
[80]. In addition to these outages, in March 2009, Microsoft’s Azure cloud service experienced
severe degradation for about 22 hours due to networking problems [81].
Finally, it is required to have a good and secure cloud system. It could be done through
a number of processes. The most important of them is that to have a good cloud monitoring.
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In the next subsection, it will be discussed.
2.4.2 Cloud monitoring
Cloud monitoring is important to maintain high system availability and performance for both
providers and users [82]. Cloud monitoring helps to scale resources and make the best utilisa-
tion of cloud systems [83]. In the same reference [83], it was mentioned that there is a strong
need for efficient monitoring looking at the nature of cloud computing.
The problem with existing cloud monitoring is that a considerable amount of basic com-
puting of cloud systems does not subdivide nicely into small tasks [84]. Here in our work, the
task of monitoring VMs is subdivided among Forensic Virtual Machines. In order to mon-
itor cloud systems, our approach attempts to carry out monitoring processes in a distributed
fashion reflecting the distributed nature of cloud systems.
In regards to current monitoring systems of cloud infrastructures, they are based on local,
centralised or hierarchical model approaches [85]. ArcSight Enterprise Security Manager
works in a centralised way [85]. The authors of this paper also mentioned other monitoring
systems like Cloudkick, Zenoss, Amazon Cloudwatch and CloudSec that work in a centralised
model. Some others using hierarchical structure such as HASBE. There are a number of
companies that could help the work in network monitoring. For example, Zabbix [86] is a
general purpose company that has open source distributed monitoring solution for networks
and applications that can be customised for the use of cloud monitoring.
In this thesis, two main distributed monitoring structures of cloud systems are used. The
first structure is homogeneous way of distributing VMs. The second one is a hierarchical
distribution. For these reasons, the next subsection describes structures of cloud systems,
discusses these ways of structuring and gives some examples.
2.4.3 Cloud structures
In this subsection, there is an explanation of some previous research in cloud computing that
uses different cloud structures to solve the considered research problems. Cloud systems
could be designed according to cloud providers and users needs [87]. However, other different
reasons could control the design structure of cloud computing. For example, security aspects
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should be considered in cloud structures [88, 89]. Also, a designed and optimised structure of
data centres is needed [55]. Next paragraphs describe some research that uses different cloud
structures.
Most previous studies on scheduling are conducted on homogeneous computing systems
[90]. The authors of the papers [90–95] used homogeneous structure of their models. Here
in this thesis, most of the algorithms experiments are done in the homogeneous structure of
VMs. However, there are different structures as mentioned above. In [96] the authors used the
hierarchical structure which is called HASBE for their system. The reason for them to use this
structure is to enhance security: each party is associated with a public key and a private key,
with the latter being kept secretly by the party. The trusted authority acts as the root of trust
and authorises the top-level domain authorities [96].
Furthermore, Ganglia [97] uses a hierarchical designed distributed monitoring system
for cluster and other high performance computing systems. This way of structuring is used in
this thesis. Another structure is used in [98]. This structure is an end-to-end cloud network
architecture that utilises BRITE topology for modelling link bandwidth and associated laten-
cies. Finally, in designing the experiments, used structures are hierarchical and homogeneous
systems. In Chapter 6, there will be a discussion about them in the context of this work.
2.5 Symptom discovery
The origin of this work comes when Keith Harrison got a US Patent in 2010 [99] for inventing
a model of detecting a threat. This was performed by observing multiple behaviours of a
system in program execution from outside of a host virtual machine. The processes include
mapping a portion of the physical memory of the system to a FVM. The reason is to specify
the presence of a first signature of the threat (symptom).
Definition 2.4. [18] A symptom is an abstraction of some characteristic that can be related
to malicious behaviour, so that occurrence of a symptom shows possibility of a malicious
behaviour.
Definition 2.5. [18, 99] Forensic Virtual Machines are tiny virtual machines that monitor other
VMs in order to identify symptoms. The job of FVMs is to recognise the first indication of a
threat that could be a virus or other type of malware or misbehaviour.
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After that, Keith Harrison and his co-authors published the paper titled “A framework
for detecting malware in cloud by identifying symptoms” [18]. The paper inspired the author
of this thesis to start the work it in September 2013. It proposes Mobility Algorithm, which is
the most relevant tool for discovering symptoms.
The start of this research is from the idea of this seminal work [18]. The authors claimed
that depending on parameterisation, the Mobility Algorithm could be more or less efficient in
cloud monitoring. The thesis address this conjecture. It proposes and analyses a variant of
Mobility Algorithm, that is called Reduce-Max Algorithm, for monitoring purpose.
The main idea of cloud monitoring is to be able to frequently inspect VMs by a number
of FVMs. The target as described is to detect symptoms of malicious behaviours. Section
2.5.1 gives examples of symptoms that could be discovered as signatures of a threat. To be
informed, one threat could result in more than one symptom, and a symptom could be related
to different threats.
2.5.1 Examples of symptoms
• Server overheating [100–102]: this symptom could be related to a malicious behaviour.
However, from given references, sometimes overheating is not a symptoms of a threat,
but if it comes with other symptoms, it gives an impression of a threat behind.
• Modification of in-memory code: malwares usually make sure that the system continues
with its normal behaviour after injecting a code for attack into the in-memory code. To
discover that, checking code regularly is one of the processes of discovering symptoms
[18].
• Modifying the time attributes of a file. One of the malicious symptoms is related to any
change in file attributes [16].
• Packets with unexpected TCP acknowledgment settings. If there is an ACK-flag set
through a packet and no previous SYN-packet has been sent. This fact could be asso-
ciated with an intrusion attempt. Such a situation might also be a symptom of packet
damage, a malfunctioning network of software elements, and not an attack attempt [17].
• Missing processes: it is a crucial technique of malware to remain hidden as long as
possible. Malware used it to stop crucial processes which might help in its detection
[18].
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• Service mix attributes. Usually, it is possible to define a standard set of inbound and/or
outbound services that are given to a specific user. For example, if the user is on a
business trip, he is expected to use email and file transfer options only. Any attempt, on
his account, via Telnet to access various ports may indicate an intrusion [17].
• Identifying suspicious snippets of code: use of crypto algorithms is very popular with
malware writers. Snippets of program code that has been obfuscated, or the code con-
taining known crypto algorithms, can be a sign of malicious behaviour [18].
Part II
Algorithms and Methodology

Chapter 3
Detection Algorithms
3.1 Overview
This chapter presents the objectives of this work and the algorithms that are used for achieving
these objectives. As explained in the first part of this thesis, the aim of this thesis is to design
and evaluate new algorithms for performing distributed monitoring of cloud systems. This
chapter provides definitions and descriptions of all algorithms.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 provides important definitions that are
used for all algorithms. This section is followed by Section 3.3 that presents all data sets that
are used later in the experiments’ chapters. Section 3.4 is about algorithms themselves. The
algorithm section is divided into six subsections as follows. Section 3.4.1 is about the general
Reduce-Max algorithm. Section 3.4.2 contains definitions of the two versions of Reduce-Max.
After that, Section 3.4.4 contains a model about the hierarchical system and the dependence
on clusters for Reduce-Max algorithm. Section 3.4.5 describes Random-Start-Round-Robin
algorithm. Section 3.4.6 is about balancing Mobility algorithm. Section 3.5 presents the
objectives of this research. The reason of stating the objectives is to know what the proposed
algorithms are about.
3.2 Problem definitions
The aim of this thesis is to design and evaluate new algorithms for performing distributed
monitoring of cloud systems. The main functional objective is to minimise the latencies of
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visiting VMs. First, let us describe the meaning of the following elements. The start is with
VMs that can be located in physical machines. One physical machine could have thousand
of VMs. FVMs are Forensic Virtual Machines, which are small virtual machines (VMs) that
monitor other VMs. The design algorithms based on Mobility algorithm. Next is a description
of Mobility algorithm.
FVMs are typically autonomous simplified VMs with limited computability and commu-
nication. This concept was more formally defined in the context of cloud security in [18, 99],
where Mobility Algorithm was defined for general purpose of searching for symptoms and
discovering their dangerous configurations. The Mobility Algorithm has become an important
tool for cloud monitoring providing lightway security, though it is difficult to analyse due to
its complexity. Its simplified version, called Reduce-Max Algorithm, was formally specified
and analysed in more depth in [2]. The aim of the Reduce-Max Algorithm was only to monitor
the system by assuring frequent visits to VMs for identification of symptoms, without taking
into consideration additional criteria imposed by security objectives. Two structures of VMs
are studied in this thesis. First one is homogeneous system. VMs in these systems are in
one pool. The second one is hierarchical structures. VMs in hierarchical systems distributed
among clusters.
In this thesis k refers to the total number of configurations, each configuration of symp-
toms has a number of related symptoms. For example, one configuration has 4 symptoms.
Disc(ci,v) is the number of symptoms in one configuration ci discovered at VM v. While
size(ci) is the number of potential symptoms in configuration ci, val(ci) is an assigned value
saying how dangerous the configuration ci is. λ (v) is a vector of weights that has a value
associated with delay at VM v (also called a weight of v) and T (v) is the current time minus
the last time when VM v was visited by a FVM. N references the number of VMs and M is the
number of FVMs. For weighting VMs, VMi denote the i-th VM. Finally, Equation in (3.1) is
to assess the urgency of visiting a Virtual Machine v
f (v) =
k
∑
i=0
Disc(ci,v)
size(ci)
val(ci)+λ (v)T (v), (3.1)
A further definition is about the total-max. Total-Max is the highest weighted latency
(λ (v)T (v)) between two visits to a VM that can be observed from the whole system. The
problem is to schedule the visit of FVMs to VMs. The main functional objective is to minimise
the latencies of visiting VMs. This means minimising Total-Max.
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3.3 Data sets
In this section, a specification of all data sets for distribution weights among VMs is given.
3.3.1 Uniform weights
The start of uniform distribution concept was in Hermann Weyl paper in 1916 [103]. Then, a
sequence is called to be uniformly distributed if all values are equal [104].
Uniform inputs in this thesis mean that all VMs are equal in regards to weights λ ; without
loss of generality, it could be assumed that all of the weights of VMs are ones [3].
3.3.2 Random weights
Random inputs for weighting VMs in this thesis means that the values of weights are selected
randomly and independently from integer values from a given range. We use two different
ranges for Random weights. The first one is Random [1,3] weights. The range of it includes
the values of 1, 2 and 3. The second one is Random [1,15] weights, which includes the random
selection of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15. The reason of choosing these two
different random ranges is that firstly is to have small values of random weights to compare
the total-max of these weights with both total-max with bigger random range [1-15] and with
Poisson (2). Secondly, We will also compare the range [1,15] with Poisson (8).
3.3.3 Poisson weights
The Poisson distribution is introduced by a French mathematician, Simeon Denis Poisson
[105]. It is a discrete probability distribution that specifies a probability of a given number of
events occurring in a fixed time or space [106]. Poisson distribution is used here in this thesis.
The reason of using Poisson distribution is to have two different random weights which are
more complex and widely applicable random distribution. Poisson distribution, which is based
on parameter µ , generates values for the weights of VMs.
To have selected random choices apart from just two range of Random weights, two
different µ are used here. The first one is µ = 2 for Poisson (2) weights. The range of the
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random selection will be around 2. The second one is µ = 8 for Poisson (8) weights. The
range here also is around 8.
3.3.4 Arithmetic integer sequence weights
Arithmetic integer sequences of weighting VMs means that the weight of the ith VM equals
to i. For instance, weight of the first VM, equals to 1, weight of the second VM equals to 2
and so on until the weight of the N-th VM equals to N.
3.3.5 Harmonic weights
Harmonic numbers for weighting VMs are such that the weight of the ith VM equals to 1i , i.e.,
1
1 for VM1,
1
2 for VM2,
1
3 for VM3, ...
1
i for VMi ... and the
1
N for VMN .
3.3.6 Exponential weights
The values of exponential weights for weighting VMs are such that the weight of the ith VM
equals to 12i , i.e.,
1
1 for VM1,
1
2 for VM2,
1
4 for VM3, ...,
1
2i for VMi ... and the
1
2N for VMN .
3.4 Algorithms
All algorithms are going to be explained in this section.
3.4.1 Reduce-Max algorithm
Definition 3.1. Reduce-Max Algorithm is a simplified version of the Mobility algorithm [18].
In this algorithm, a decision about the next visited VM v is made by considering the (highest)
value of a simplified function f (v) = λ (v)T (v), then the T (v) of the visited VMs is reduced
to 0 that causes the weighted latency becoming 0.
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Algorithm 1 Reduce-Max algorithm
Input: n = number of VMs, r = number of rounds, v = a specific VM
Output: TotalMax
1: n = 1024
2: r = 100000
3: TotalMax = 0
4: index = 0 ◃ to find the highest latency
5: loop
6: for j = 0 to j = r do ◃ MAIN LOOP: do this for every round j < r
7: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ Adding values to v
8: array(v) = array(v)+ v)
9: end for
10: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ to find the highest latency
11: if array(v) > array(index) then
12: index = v
13: end if
14: end for
15: if TotalMax < array(index) then
16: TotalMax = array(index) ◃ The highest latency
17: end if
18: array(index) = 0 ◃ Reduce highest latency
19: end for
20: end loop
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To understand the definition of Reduce-Max algorithm, a pseudo code in Algorithm 1 is
given.
At the beginning of the thesis work, this algorithm was analysed for eight different
weighting configurations of VMs: Uniform, Arithmetic, Harmonic, Exponential, (uniformly)
Random [1,3] and [1-15] weights and Poisson (2) and (8) weights. To understand Reduce-Max
better, next paragraphs contain more discussions about two of these weighting configurations.
• Uniform weights
Recall that Uniform weights mean that all VMs are considered to have the same weight-
ing latency. It implies that N VMs can be visited once in N rounds. This is because all
VMs have the same weights. For example, all of the VMs’ weights are 1. The following
fact illustrates Reduce-Max in the case of Uniform weights.
Fact 1. Suppose λ (v) = 1 for every VM v. Then the highest weighted latency observed
in any execution of the Reduce-Max algorithm is at most N for visiting all VMs.
Proof. We prove that the following invariant holds in every round. Invariant: for every
1x ≥ 1, the number of VMs of latency at least x before each reduce operation is at
most N− x+1. Now we prove the invariant by induction on the number of reductions.
Before the first reduction, all weights are 1, therefore the invariant is clearly satisfied.
Assume that the invariant holds before reduction t ≥ 1 and we will prove that it also
holds before reduction t +1. In reduction t the highest latency is reduced to 0, while all
other latencies increase by 1. The former operation combined with the invariant means
that after it, for every x≥ 1, the number of VMs of latency at least x before each reduce
operation is at most (N− x+1)−1 = N− x. The latter operation implies that all VMs
with latency at least x−1 now have latency at least x, so the number of such machines is
at most N− (x−1) = N− x+1, which completes the proof of the invariant. It follows
from the invariant, satisfied before each reduction (as we just showed), the number of
VMs of latency at least N +1 is at most N− (N +1)+1 = 0, therefore there is no VM
with latency higher than N.
• Arithmetic integer sequence weights
Recall that Arithmetic integer sequences of weighting VMs means that the weight of
the first VM equals 1, the weight of the second VM equals 2 and so on until the weight
of the N-th VM equals N.
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Fact 2. Suppose 1≤ λ (v)≤ N, λ (v) = v for v = 1,2, . . . ,N. Then the highest weighted
latency observed in execution of algorithm Reduce-Max is at most N · (N−1).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that at some point the maximum latency exceeds N(N−
1). Let t be the first such moment of reduction and v denote the VM with the maximum
latency at that time. Consider this reduction together with N preceding reductions -
among them there must be two reductions done on the same VM, say w, by pigeonhole
principle (applied to N different VMs and N + 1 reductions). There are two cases.
Case 1: v = w. It means that the number of increases of latency of v between the two
consecutive reductions of its latency is at most N− 1, which means that the reduction
at time t was on latency at most N · (N−1) (recall that the highest increase is N). This
contradicts the initial assumption and thus proves the theorem in this case.
Case 2: v ̸=w. Consider the last time t ′ before t when the latency of w was reduced. Note
that this reduction took place when latency of w was at most λ (w) · (t ′− (t−N)−1)≤
N · (t ′− (t−N)−1). At that time, the latency of v could not be bigger than that number,
by the principle of reducing the highest latency. Since that time, the latency of v has
increased by at most N · (t − t ′− 1). Therefore, the latency of v at time t could be at
most N · (t ′− (t−N)− 1)+N · (t− t ′) = N(N− 1), which is a contradiction with the
initial assumption and thus completes the proof in this case and the whole theorem.
3.4.2 Deterministic-Centralised and Randomised-Local versions
Here in this subsection, we have two versions of the original Reduce-Max algorithm. First
one is Deterministic-Centralised version. The second one is Randomised-Local version of
Reduce-Max Algorithm.
Definition 3.2. Deterministic-Centralised version means that the i-th FVM reduces the i-th
highest weighted latency from VMs.
Definition 3.3. Randomised-Local version (also called distributed) means that each FVM re-
duces a randomly selected VM from some range of the VMs with highest weighted latencies.
The pseudo code for Deterministic-Centralised version is in Algorithm 2 and The pseudo
code for Randomised-Local version is in Algorithm 3.
The focus is on a comparison of local randomised algorithms that patrol the cloud system
independently, with a coordinated (deterministic) algorithm in which the patrolling FVMs
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Algorithm 2 Deterministic-Centralised algorithm
Input: n = number of VMs, m = number of FVMs, r = number of rounds, v = a specific VM
Output: TotalMax
1: n = 1024
2: m = 16
3: r = 100000
4: TotalMax = 0
5: index = 0 ◃ to find the highest latency
6: loop
7: for j = 0 to j = r do ◃ MAIN LOOP: do this for every round j < r
8: for i = 0 to i = m do ◃ For FVMs
9: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ Adding values to v
10: array(v) = array(v)+ v)
11: end for
12: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ to find the highest latency
13: if array(v) > array(index) then
14: index = v
15: end if
16: end for
17: if TotalMax < array(index) then
18: TotalMax = array(index) ◃ The highest latency
19: end if
20: array(index) = 0 ◃ Reduce highest latency
21: end for
22: end for
23: end loop
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Algorithm 3 Randomised-Local algorithm
Input: n = number of VMs, m = number of FVMs, r = number of rounds, v = a specific
VM, range = the top latencies.
Output: TotalMax
1: n = 1024
2: m = 16
3: r = 100000
4: top = 16
5: TotalMax = 0
6: index = 0 ◃ to find the highest latency
7: loop
8: for j = 0 to j = r do ◃ MAIN LOOP: do this for every round j < r
9: for i = 0 to i = m do ◃ For FVMs
10: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ Adding values to v
11: array(v) = array(v)+ v)
12: end for
13: for v = 0 to v = n do ◃ to find the highest latency
14: if array(v) > array(index) then
15: index = v
16: end if
17: end for
18: for z = 1 to z = top do ◃ For the top latencies
19: if range[z] ̸= array[index] then
20: range[z] = array[index]
21: end if
22: end for
23: if TotalMax < array(index) then
24: TotalMax = array(index) ◃ The highest latency
25: end if
26: random = a random number from range [z].
27: array(random) = 0 ◃ Reduce highest latency
28: end for
29: end for
30: end loop
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cooperate on selecting the most urgent targets. The former uses fewer resources but may
impose additional cost (e.g., smaller frequency of monitoring some VMs) due to the lack of
coordination. In this thesis, we assess this overhead and discuss when and which variant of
local randomised algorithm to use, i.e., what range of selection to choose.
3.4.3 Symptoms-appearance
This section of the thesis suggest the using of Reduce-Max Algorithm under the assumption
of symptoms appearance. It explains the work conducted by the author on monitoring Virtual
Machines with the target of discovering malicious symptoms.The focus is on a comparison of
results of Randomised algorithms that patrol the cloud system independently with the same
sets of the algorithm after the appearance of symptoms. The appearance of symptoms in VMs
will be fixed.
3.4.4 Hierarchical topology and dependence on the number of clusters
3.4.4.1 Introduction
Cloud customers could use VMs as services, platforms or as a whole infrastructure. How-
ever, in practice the infrastructure of a computing cloud includes several levels, such as virtual
gateways, virtual clusters and virtual nodes. In this section, we pursue a study of the impact
of a hierarchical structure, formed of three levels, on the process of monitoring the system,
with the main goal of discovering symptoms of malicious behaviours in clouds. This thesis
addresses, in the model of hierarchical systems, two major questions. The first question refers
to optimising the number of clusters in the hierarchical structure to guarantee efficient mon-
itoring. The second question, posed in some previous papers [2, 4, 6] in this area, concerns
efficient distributed implementation of the monitoring process; namely, how to choose locally
the next VM to be visited by a FVM from specific range of highest VMs.
3.4.4.2 Detail of the work on the impact of hierarchical structure
Cloud computing systems can be studied on different levels. Firstly, virtual gateways could
be defined as software run by a cloud operator to make cloud resources available to the users
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[107]. A cloud gateway secures user data and allows cloud providers to better control their
data [108]. Virtual gateway in this concept could contain a number of virtual clusters. Virtual
cluster comprises of a number of VMs that are configured to be consistent on one cluster to
share physical resources [109]. The main goal of this part is to study how the hierarchical
structure of a cloud influences the efficiency of the monitoring process, and how to implement
it in an efficient, light and local way.
The objective function we want to minimise is the maximum value f (v) associated with
any VM v during the execution; we call it also a total-max. This corresponds minimisation
of the maximum possible accumulated weight associated with a VM in the process of waiting
for a visit of some FVM.
In this part, we study the performance of the Randomised-Local reduction version of
Reduce-Max. This version is particularly important because it requires little resources (i.e., is
lightweight) and no coordination. Our simulations are performed in hierarchical tree system,
which models well the real structure of the cloud.
Two sets of weighting VMs are used here and were already studied in [3]: uniform and
random. The reason is that for these sets of weight the monitoring was most efficient in homo-
geneous systems that studied earlier for Reduce-Max algorithm and its two versions, therefore
it is natural to study them in the hierarchical system. Poisson distribution is also used from
the paper in [4] in the context of homogeneous systems which is also studied for balancing
Mobility Algorithm. It is a more complex and widely applicable random distribution.
The performance of monitoring is measured as the maximum waiting latency time (or,
alternatively, as the maximum accumulated weight since the last visit of a FVM), depends on
the number of clusters and the ranges of random selection of highest VMs. The impact of
the former is bigger as in Figures 5.24, 5.26, 5.28, 5.30 and 5.32 in Section 5.5 in Chapter
5, and can burst for wrongly chosen number of clusters, while the impact of the latter is less
but in general it is preferable to set up ranges bigger than the number of exploring FVMs.
This confirms how important proper structure of the cloud is for efficiency of the monitoring
process, in particular, for implementing lightweight security and resiliency systems on the top
of the cloud.
The idea is to have different number of clusters. FVMs and VMs will be distributed
among clusters. The work of FVMs for each cluster will be separated from others. Finally, a
comparison between different number of clusters to examine the effectiveness of hierarchical
structure.
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3.4.5 Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm
In this subsection, there is another algorithm for the work of this thesis, which is a Random-
Start-Round-Robin algorithm. For Reduce-Max algorithm, the reduction was from the highest
weighted VMs (even with its two versions, the reduction either of the exact highest weighted
VMs or from a range of the highest values).
Now with Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm, the way of reduction is different. One
of VMs is selected randomly by one of FVMs. After that this specific FVM reduces the weight
of the selected VM wherever its position and it is not necessary it has the highest weight. After
that, this FVM keep reducing the latencies of all VMs in round robin fashion. All other FVMs
follow the same procedures.
3.4.6 Balancing Mobility algorithm for monitoring Virtual Machines
Forensic Virtual Machines (FVMs) choose the best possible VM to inspect. Each FVM carries
a copy of an algorithm (e.g., Mobility algorithm) to know the next target Virtual Machine. It
is crucial to make it distributed to suit the nature of cloud systems. Harrison et al. in [18]
state that it is not possible to deploy many FVMs for each VM. They declare this because of
the vast scale of the cloud system [110] with limited resources available for security aspects
[111]. This does not contrast with the fact of virtually unlimited computational resources of
cloud computing. A cloud service-provider offers numerous resources for cloud customers
and users [112]. However, these resources are for users and should not be wasted on cloud
security. Therefore ideally, FVMs should use small resources and avoid costly coordination
and centralised computing.
In this section, the proposed approach is to balance the two parts of the mobility Formula
3.1, that is proposed in [18]. It is by setting weights before each part of the mobility Formula
as in 3.2. The total of the two weights equals to one (W1+W2 = 1). If the first weight before
symptom part equals to zero and the second one before second part equals to one, then the
algorithm becomes the Reduce-Max Algorithm. If Mobility algorithm is balanced as above,
then it can be found the fastest way of visiting VMs, regardless of the appearance of symptoms.
f (v) =W1 ·
k
∑
i=0
Disc(ci,v)
size(ci)
val(ci)+W2 ·λ (v) ·T (v), (3.2)
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3.5 Objectives
The main objective of all algorithms is to perform a distributed monitoring of cloud systems
for intrusion detection. Therefore, the main question was about what are the most efficient
algorithms for visiting VMs with the goal of detecting symptoms of intrusions. The main
functional objective is to minimise the latencies of visiting VMs.
The objectives have a number of related issues as described in Chapter 1. In the following
points, more details about the related objectives are provided:
• How beneficial Reduce-Max algorithm and its two versions are?
Reduce-Max algorithm will be investigated in Section 4.2.1 and the results will be in
Section 5.2. The two versions are Randomised-Local reduction and Deterministic-
Centralised reduction. In this chapter, both versions are defined.
• How much are the differences between the best results of Randomised-Local reduction
and the results of Deterministic-Centralised reduction?
The reason of this objective is to see the importance of each version of reduction es-
pecially Randomised-Local reduction that has great benefits toward saving time in co-
ordination and communication. The two versions are modelled in Section 4.2.2. Their
results are in Section 5.3.
• How does the Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm differ from the two versions of the
Reduce-Max algorithm?
The model of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm is in Section 4.2.5 and the results
are in Section 5.6 and finally a discussion about it in Section 6.2.2.
• What is the best structure of cloud networks with respect to efficient monitoring?
Two cloud structures are used in this thesis. They are hierarchical and homogeneous
structures. The model of hierarchical structure is in Section 4.2.4 and the results are in
Section 5.5 and finally a discussion about it in Section 6.2.3.
• What are the most efficient ranges of highest weighted VMs for Randomised-Local
reduction in both cloud structures?
They are used in both homogeneous and hierarchical structures. The discussion about it
in Section 6.4.
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• Moreover, there is a question about how Reduce-Max algorithm behaves with appear-
ance of symptoms.
The model of the appearance of symptoms is in Section 4.2.3 and the results are in
Section 5.4.
Finally, more challenges cloud be regarding data sets and their suitability for each num-
ber of VMs and each algorithm. However, cloud designers could choose data setting that suits
their systems according to the number of FVMs, architecture and appropriate structures. Next
is the
Chapter 4
Methodology of Experiments
4.1 Overview
This chapter of part two of this thesis is named as the methodology of experiments for all
algorithms proposed in the previous chapter. After this introductory section, an evaluation
environment of each algorithm is provided. At the end of this chapter, a summary is presented
in Section 4.3.
4.2 Evaluation environment of each algorithm
Table 4.1, shows the settings that are used to test the algorithms.
Table 4.1: The settings used to test the algorithms
Algorithms no. of FVMs no. of VMs No. of Rounds No. of Clusters
Reduce-Max (Original) 1 From 5 to 1024 100000 1
Two versions of Reduce-Max From 1 to 16 1024 100000 1
Symptoms Appearance From 1 to 16 1024 100000 1
Hierarchical structure 16 1024 100000 From 1 to 16
Random-Start-Round-Robin 16 1024 500000 From 1 to 16
Balancing Mobility-algorithm From 1 to 16 1024 100000 1
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4.2.1 Reduce-Max algorithm
It was assumed at the beginning of this thesis that the design system just has one type of
FVM, and all VMs are connected. Because of this assumption, M equals 1, Disc(ci,v) should
be equal 1 when the symptom has been discovered, or 0 when there are no symptoms.
Additionally, it is assumed that there is a complete network of N VMs, also called nodes,
and just one type of FVMs. Each VM v has its own weight (λv). Reduce-Max algorithm
schedules FVM to visit VM v with the maximum value of λv ·Tv, where Tv is the latency time
from the last visit of some FVM to VM v. Recall that weighted latency of VM v at round r
is defined as λv ·Tv, where Tv is taken at round r. More precisely, Tv is a function of round
r : tv = tv(r). If the round r is clear from the context, then we simply use Tv. We call Tv(r) the
latency.
In this algorithm, a decision about the next visited VM v is made by considering the
(highest) value of a simplified function f (v) = λ (v) ·Tv(r). After a FVM visits to this specific
VM (v), the weighted latency reduced to zero.
This algorithm at the beginning of this work uses eight different weighting configurations
as described in chapter three: (uniformly) Random ([1,3] and [1,15]), Uniform, Poisson (2),
Poisson (8), Arithmetic, Harmonic, and Exponential.
Simulations are done for algorithm Reduce-Max. N is between 5 and 1024 VMs. The
range of round r is from 1 to 100000.
4.2.2 Deterministic-Centralised version and Randomised-Local version
of Reduce-Max algorithm
The two versions of Reduce-Max for more than one FVM uses five different weighting con-
figurations: (uniformly) Random [1,15], Uniform, Arithmetic, Harmonic, and Exponential.
There are two methods of reduction for Reduce-Max algorithm. The first one is Deter-
ministic Coordinated reduction, which means that the i-th FVM reduces the latency of the i-th
highest weight of VMs. For instance, if the system has two FVMs, together they will reduce
the first two highest weights of VMs.
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The second way is Randomised-Local reduction. In the Randomised-Local reduction,
each FVM chooses randomly from a given range of highest weights. The considered ranges
of highest values are: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
In each execution of the program, we consider 1 to 16 FVMs. These FVMs reduce the
highest weights of 1024 VMs by both methods of reduction. That is because of the assumption
of one host that contains 1024 VMs.
Furthermore, a comparison is based between the best result of the Randomised-Local
reduction, for each number of FVMs, and the Deterministic-Coordinated reduction and anal-
yse the differences. The best result is selected among the algorithms using different highest
ranges, from 2 to 16. If the differences that occur are small, we will conclude that it is better
to use Randomised-Local reduction of a specific highest range rather than the Deterministic
Coordinated one, because it saves time as we choose the next VMs locally from just a range of
highest values and do not spend resources on coordination. This is much more efficient than
finding, by the Deterministic-Coordinated algorithm the highest weights of a VM over all the
VMs’ weights, as the latter requires coordination mechanisms between FVMs.
4.2.3 Symptoms-appearance with Reduce-Max algorithm
Section 4.2.2, the work with Mobility algorithm was with the assumption of zero symptom.
This assumption makes the first part of the formula unused. Here in this section, we have the
assumption of symptoms appearance to analyse how important is the appearance of symptoms.
It is assumed that we have one configuration of symptoms that contains four symptoms. These
symptoms occur randomly in VMs.
Simulations are done for algorithm Reduce-Max, which reduces the highest value of
VMs’ weights. The reduction used here is the Randomised-Local reduction. Each FVM
chooses randomly from a given range of highest weights, and the considered ranges of highest
values are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
As explained above, an assumption is about a random appearance of symptoms in VMs.
The number of symptoms is 4 in one configuration, which means K = 1. For example, if 2
symptoms have appeared in a VM in round i− 1, Disc(ci,v) = 2 and size(ci) = 4. Then, the
calculation will use mobility algorithm and Reduce-Max algorithm to see which VM should
be visited.
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Simply, in this section, a calculation is based on the best result of the Randomised-Local
reduction, for each number of FVMs (from 1 to 16) and compare that with the result of the
Randomised-Local reduction in Chapter 5 to analyse the differences. The best result is selected
among the algorithms using different highest ranges, from 2 to 16.
4.2.4 Hierarchical topology and dependence on the number of clusters
In this section a tree structure of a cloud is considered. This structure includes three levels:
gateway level, clusters level and nodes level.
The method of reduction studied in this setting is the Randomised-Local Reduction, as it
is a lightweight implementation and has been studied in previous papers [3], [6] and [4]. The
results of Deterministic Coordinated Reduction are also used as optimal results to be compared
with the best results of the Randomised-Local reduction for each number of cluster.
What distinguishes this setting from the previous sections is that this time the Reduce-
Max algorithm is studied for a different architecture — the hierarchical tree structure. This
structure contains three levels. The first level is a gateway level. Then the second level is
the level of clusters. VMs are distributed among these clusters on the third level. We assume
that there is one physical host. The host has 1024 VMs in total, organised into the tree. The
considered number of VMs is motivated by the fact that in [113] and [114] the authors state
that one host could have up to 1024 VMs. This host has one virtual gateway including a
number of clusters. In the experiments, the number of clusters vary from 2, 4, 8 and 16. It
includes only even numbers. However, there is a special case of just one cluster which means
FVMs check VMs as in a single cluster for comparison. VMs are divided among these clusters
in a uniform way, that is, every cluster has the same number of VMs. The weights of VMs
inside each cluster are normalised to sum up to one, which corresponds to the case when
clusters are similar in terms of monitoring demands and manage them independently.
Clusters control FVMs that visit and inspect VMs inside the clusters. This means that
a cluster creates and kills FVMs according to the needs. In this way, resources will be saved
for customer needs. However, in the simulations, the number of FVMs is fixed to test the
effectiveness of hierarchical structure. 16 FVMs are divided among clusters. The number of
16 FVMs was used in [3], [6] and [4]. Another parameter considered in this work is the range
of highest values of f (v), from which a FVM selects randomly a VM to visit. This is modelled
in simulations by a parameter α , where α = 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3. The
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value of the range of highest latencies comes from multiplying the total number of FVMs by
the value of α .
As explained above, the system will have three sets of data for weighting VMs, which
have been used in paper [3] and [4]. The sets are Uniform, Random distribution and Poisson
distribution of weights. For Poisson and Random, the values of implementation differ accord-
ing to the expected value µ . Two values of µ are considered and they are 2 and 8. For Random
distribution, the ranges of randomness are based on two random sets, they are random integers
from 1 to 3 and random integers from 1 to 15.
For each setting of parameters, each execution has been run for 100000 rounds and com-
pute the total-max. After that, for each experiment, the execution repeated 100 times and take
the average; this way done due to the randomness of the results in order to eliminate random
fluctuation of the results. The results will be presented in the next chapter.
4.2.5 Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm
In this part, we consider Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm that is different from the previ-
ously described ones. Here, we use the results of each two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm
to have a comparison with the new algorithm result. What distinguishes this algorithm from
the previous ones is that this time the reduction is as follows. FVMs choose one VM randomly
in the first round then reduce all VMs in a round robin way.
The assumption is fixed from previous section. There is one physical host. The host has
1024 VMs in total, organised into the tree. Data sets are also fixed and they are Uniform, Ran-
dom distribution for two different ranges and Poisson distribution of weights for two different
parameters µ . For each data set, the results will be for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 Clusters. For each
setting of parameters, each execution has been run for 500000 rounds and compute the total-
max. After that, for each experiment, the execution repeated 100 times and take the average;
This done due to the randomness of the results in order to eliminate random fluctuation of the
results. The results will be presented in Chapter 5.
4.2.6 Balancing Mobility algorithm for monitoring Virtual Machines
The proposed approach is to balance the two parts of the mobility Formula 3.1, that is proposed
in [18]. The two weights in Simulations are as follows (W1 = 0 and W2 = 1).
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Simulations are done for the algorithm Reduce-Max, which reduces the highest value of
VMs’ weights by the fact that some FVM visits this VM.
The method of reduction used in this section is the Randomised-Local reduction. Using
this version of reduction, each FVM chooses randomly from a given range of highest weights.
The considered ranges of highest values are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16. In each execution of the program, the considered number of FVMs is from 1 to 16.
These FVMs reduce highest weights of 1024 VMs. The best result of the Randomised-Local
reduction, for each number of FVMs is selected among the algorithms using different highest
ranges, from 2 to 16.
4.3 Summary
The main part of this chapter was about evaluation environments of each algorithm. The set-
ting of evaluation environments of each algorithm were presented. Experiments are done for
1024 VMs and mostly for 16 FVMs. Eight data setting were used for all different algorithms.
For the number of rounds, all experiments of algorithms are done for 100000 rounds except
for Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithms. The number of rounds for it were 500000. The
next chapter will be about the results of these experiments.
Part III
Results, Discussions and Conclusions

Chapter 5
Results of Experiments
5.1 Overview
In this chapter, there will be a presentation all results of experiments done for all algorithms,
which were proposed in Chapter 3 and are modelled in Chapter 4.
This chapter has seven sections as follows: Section 5.2 presents the results for Reduce-
Max algorithm. Section 5.3 shows the results of Deterministic version and Randomised
version of Reduce-Max for many FVMs. Section 5.4 presents the results of symptoms-
appearance. It is followed by Section 5.5 about the hierarchical structure. Then, Section 5.6
shows the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm. After that, Section 5.7 presents
the results of Balancing Mobility algorithm. Finally, a summary of this chapter is presented in
Section 5.8.
5.2 Reduce-Max algorithm
To understand what Reduce-Max algorithm is, the initial results of Reduce-Max will be pre-
sented in this section. The expectations are that Uniform weights will present the best results
because there will not be a big max. That is because all weights are similar.
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Figure 5.1: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Uniform weights
5.2.1 Uniform weights
In Figure 5.1, we see clearly that the normalised total-max for all number of VMs applied
is around 1. This is because all VMs have the same weight. Therefore, the reduction of the
highest will be in round robin way. For these reasons, all weighted latencies for all VMs are
equal. Here why the results in Figure 5.1 are 1s.
5.2.2 Random [1,3] weights
Weights here are uniformly random based on a randomly selected weigh t from the integer
range that includes 1,2 and 3. For instance, weight one for VM1 could be 3 and weight two
for VM2 could be 1 and so on. The results in Figure 5.2 are between 1.33 as the biggest value
of total-max and the value of 1.2. However, the trend goes smooth around 1.25 with the bigger
number of VMs in the system.
5.2.3 Random [1,15] weights
Weights here are random by a randomly chosen integer value from 1 to 15 as a weight for each
VM. For instance, weight one for VM1 could be 7 and weight two for VM2 could be 13 and
so on. The results in Figure 5.3 is just under 1.5 if the number of VMs is only 5 in the cloud
system then the trend goes smooth under 1.2 with bigger numbers of VMs. This trend is more
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Figure 5.2: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Random [1,3]
Figure 5.3: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Random [1,15] weights
stable than the one for Random [1,3]. The results of total-max are also better than those for
Random [1,3]. The reasons are that for bigger number of VMs, the distribution of randomness
selection are bigger and also the possibility of having the same weights is less Therefore, the
more distributed randomisation the more stable trend and smaller results.
5.2.4 Poisson (2) weights
Weights here are distributively given based on a selection of Poisson randomness that depends
on the parameter µ = 2. The results in Figure 5.4 is around 1.5 with the number of 5 VMs.
The trend here goes smooth around 1.2 with bigger numbers of VMs. This trend is also stable
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Figure 5.4: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Poisson (2) weights
Figure 5.5: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Poisson (8) weights
and results are generally lower than the one for Random [1,3].
5.2.5 Poisson (8) weights
Weights here are based on a selection of Poisson distribution for µ = 8. The results in Figure
5.5 is just under 1.3 when the number of VMs is 5 in the cloud system. After that, the trend is
between 1.2 and 1.15 with bigger numbers of VMs. This result of 1.15 is the best among all
Random sets either they are uniformly random or Poisson random. The trend is stable, which
suggests that for Poisson distribution with the growth of expectation the results get generally
better.
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Figure 5.6: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Arithmetic series weights
5.2.6 Arithmetic integer series weights
After normalising the total-max for Arithmetic series weights, the results are as shown in
Figure 5.6. They start from above 1.4 for any number of VMs that is less than 40 and go down
to 1.3 with a growing number of VMs. The trend of normalised total-max is less stable and
the results are a bit bigger than other sets of weights. That could be because there is bigger
differences between Arithmetic weights. For instance, weight of VM1 equals to 1 and VMN
equals to N.
5.2.7 Harmonic weights
Harmonic numbers for weighting VMs are from 11 for VM1,
1
2 for VM2,
1
3 for VM3, ...
1
i for
VMi ... and towards 1N for VMN . It can be shown that for this setting of weights, there is a
better trend of weighted latency compared with the arithmetic integer series. Figure 5.7 shows
that the trend of normalised total-max latency for Harmonic weights goes down just under 1.2
and is stable, while in arithmetic integer series of weights, it drops to 1.3 as in Figure 5.6.
In Figure 5.7, for harmonic weights, the results reach 1.5 for small numbers of VMs and go
down to be less than 1.2 with bigger numbers of VMs.
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Figure 5.7: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Harmonic weights
Figure 5.8: Latency trend of normalised total-max for Exponential weights
5.2.8 Exponential weights
Values’ numbers for weighting VMs here are from 11 for VM1,
1
2 for VM2,
1
4 for VM3, ...,
1
2i
for VMi ... and towards 12N for VMN . In Figure 5.8, an indication for exponential weights, the
results are around 1.03.
The trend in Figure 5.8 is stable and the results are small, but this is probably because of
the large number of VMs, almost all weights are very small and only few are large.
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5.2.9 Conclusion
From previous results, the ones for Uniform weights as expected are considered the best
among all of them. The best here means in regards to the total-max. It will be the small-
est. The reason is that the weighted latency for all VMs is the same. Poisson (8) weights come
after as the second best. The total-max when they applied for most number of VMs is better
than the one for Random [1,15] and then for Poisson (2). After that Random [1,3] as the worse
of random selection. That could be because the selection of weights is from limited number.
Arithmetic integer series weights come after. The reason could be because there is bigger
gap between the setting of Arithmetic weights. Other weights like Harmonic and Exponential
weights, the trends are stable. This is probably because of the large number of VMs, almost
all weights are very small and only few are large.
5.3 Deterministic-Centralised version and Randomised-Local
version of Reduce-Max for many FVMs
In this section, we give and discuss the results of the simulations that are done for each set of
input weights and for the two versions of Reduce-Max algorithms.
In the first type of the resulting graphs below, the rightmost column of mauve boxes
displays the maximum-weight of algorithm Reduce-Max, in which FVMs collectively choose
different VMs from the first M machines of highest latency, i.e., they use Deterministic Co-
ordinated reduction. The next fifteen columns of different coloured boxes display maximum-
weight of Reduce-Max algorithm in which FVMs choose VMs using Randomised-Local re-
duction from the range of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of highest weight
VMs, respectively. Sixteen rows correspond to different numbers of FVMs - from 1 to 16.
The red colour boxes - one for each considered number of FVMs - denote the boxes with the
smallest maximum weight among the results for the random selection from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 highest latency VMs, i.e., indicate the best highest range
(i.e., cloumn id) to be used by the Randomised-Local reduction for each considered number
of FVMs (row).
Note that the mauve boxes in the rightmost column, i.e., for the Deterministic Coordi-
nated reduction, are by definition not higher than the other corresponding fifteen boxes for the
same number of FVMs.
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In the second type of the resulting graphs, we display the ratio between the best choice
of the range of the highest weights (i.e., the value of the corresponding red coloured box in
the preceding figure) and the Deterministic-Coordinated reduction (i.e., the value of the corre-
sponding mauve box in the preceding figure), for all considered numbers of FVMs. This ratio
is at least 1, by definition, and expresses how much cost (e.g., frequency of visiting) the sys-
tem lose when applying Randomised-Local algorithm with random selection of VMs instead
of the Deterministic-Coordinated one. Recall that the advantage of the former is its lightweight
implementation, i.e., not relying on substantial resources or coordination and communication.
5.3.1 Random [1,15] weights
In Figure 5.9, the results obtained for the Random weights show that the more FVMs are
applied for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction, the better total-max can be achieved (cf.,
the mauve boxes). This is as expected because the more FVMs the less load for each FVM.
Moreover, the results in Figure 5.9 also show that the more FVMs we apply for Randomised-
Local Reduction, the wider range of highest values achieves the best total-max. The same
reason for the load of performance for FVMs. This conclusion comes from the observation that
the red box for one FVM indicates the range of two highest values as the best for Randomised-
Local Reduction; however, the red box moves towards the range of 11 highest values for 2
FVMs. Finally, the red box is in the range of 16 highest values for 12, 14 and 15 FVMs.
Additionally, from Figure 5.9, for only one FVM the total-max get worse for a wider
range of highest values. It is around 1.18 for the window of two highest and just under 1.4 for
the window of 16 highest values. This is because the number of VMs in the range increase
that leads to increase the load for the FVM. However, these results change with the increase
of the number of FVMs. For example, the total-max weight is about 0.6 for the range of
two highest values for 16 FVMs and then it goes down to just above 0.12 for the range of 16
highest values. The reason here is that the number of FVMs increased for the same window
of highest.
The ratio of the best result of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to Deterministic-
Coordinated Reduction result for Random weights in Figure 5.10 is increasing from around
one for one FVM to around 1.7 for 16 FVMs. This trend of only a slight increase in the ratio
is a positive indication for implementing Randomised-Local Reduction, with properly chosen
highest range as indicated by the red boxes in Figure 5.9 in practical systems with Random
weights.
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Figure 5.9: The total-max results for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction and
Randomised-Local Reduction, taken for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Random weights
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Figure 5.10: The ratio of the best results of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to
Deterministic-Centralised Reduction results for Random weights
5.3.2 Uniform weights
Similar to random weights, the results of executing Reduce-Max algorithm for Uniform weights
in Figure 5.11 indicate that the more FVMs we apply for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduc-
tion, the lower total-max we get. As stated, the reason is about that the load is less for a single
FVM. In Figure 5.11, the mauve boxes for Deterministic-Coordinated illustrate that the total-
max for one FVM is one, for two FVMs is 0.5, for 4 FVMs is 0.25 and it goes down towards
0.0625 for 16 FVMs.
For Uniform weights the red box, that shows the best highest range of each number of
FVM, starts from the range of 2. It goes through the ranges of 9 and 13. Finally, it reaches
the range of 16 highest latencies for 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16 FVMs. This result met expectation
because more FVMs is applied for the same range of highest.
The ratio of the best value of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to the one obtained
by Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for uniform weights, as in Figure 5.12, increases
from around 1 for one FVM to just under 1.8 for 16 FVMs. This ratio is similar to the ratio
obtained for a random set of weights in Figure 5.10.
The Randomised-Local Reduction is even more efficient for the Uniform weights. The
reason is that the curve trend of the ratio between the best result of Randomised Reduction and
the Deterministic Reduction result, has some points lower than the ratio for Random weights
with the increasing number FVMs..
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Figure 5.11: The total-max results for Deterministic-Coordinated and for Randomised-Local
version of Reduce-Max, taken for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to Uniform
weights
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Figure 5.12: The ratio of the best results of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to the
results of Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Uniform weights
5.3.3 Arithmetic integer series weights
The results for Arithmetic integer sequences in Figure 5.13 , illustrate that the decrease in
the value of total-max in mauve columns for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction is similar
to the decline of the previously considered weights. It goes from around 1.01 for one FVM
towards 0.06 for 16 FVMs.
The pattern of red boxes for choosing the best window of highest values for Randomised-
Local Reduction, cf., Figure 5.13, is different from the one in Figure 5.9 for Random weights.
It moves from the range of 2 highest through the range of 5, 7, 8 and 12 towards 16 highest.
The difference is that here for Arithmetic weights, it stays in smaller ranges such as 5, 7, 8
highest for 2, 3, 4 FVMs. However, it was in the range of 9 highest for 2 FVMs in the case of
Random weights.
The ratio of the best value of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to Deterministic-
Coordinated Reduction, when applied to the Arithmetic series of weights, cf., in Figure 5.14,
is similar to the ratio for Random weights in Figures 5.10 and 5.12. However, ratios in Figures
5.10 and 5.12 are slightly better than the ratio in Figure 5.14. The reason of this statement
is that the curve of the ratio makes some results of FVMs bigger. For examples, The ratio
is about 1.4 when 5 FVMs applied in Figure 5.14, whereas it is around 1.3 when the same
number of FVMs applied.
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Figure 5.13: The total-max results for Deterministic-Coordinated version of Reduce-Max
algorithm and for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken for fifteen settings of the
highest range, applied to Arithmetic series weights
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Figure 5.14: The ratio of the best result of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to the
results of Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Arithmetic weights
5.3.4 Harmonic weights
In the case of Harmonic weights, the results in Figure 5.15 indicate that a decline in values
of total-max weights in the mauve boxes, corresponding to the Deterministic-Coordinated
Reduction, occurs from 1 to 7 FVMs, and then it becomes stable for more FVMs. The reason
is about that there is more FVMs for the same number of VMs.
The red boxes of choosing the best window of highest values for Randomised-Local
Reduction, cf., Figure 5.15, is in the range of two highest latencies through all numbers of
FVMs. Then, it moves towards the range of 3 highest when 11 FVMs are applied, and stays
there also for 12 FVMs before it moves again to the range of 4 highest for 14 and 16 FVMs.
This is probably because of the large number of VMs, almost all weights are very small and
only few are large.
The ratio of the best value of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to Deterministic-
Coordinated Reduction for Harmonic weights, as displayed in Figure 5.16, is worse than any
previously considered set of weights. However, it reaches the peak for 8 FVMs and then goes
down for more FVMs. This trend suggests that we may get better results with more FVMs.
However, the best value goes from around 2 for 1 FVM to be just under 6 for 8 FVMs and goes
down towards 4 for 16 FVMs that gives worse results. This ratio is different from previous
ratios because weights are very small and only few are large.
There are three issues in the case of Harmonic weights. The first problem is that total-
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Figure 5.15: The total-max results for Deterministic-Coordinated version of Reduce-Max
algorithm and for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken for fifteen settings of the
highest range, applied to Harmonic weights
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Figure 5.16: The ratio of the best result of Randomised local Reduction compared to
Deterministic coordinated Reduction for Harmonic weights
max become stable after 7 FVMs for Deterministic coordinated Reduction (the mauve boxes).
The second issue is that the highest range for the best result of Randomised-Local Reduction,
the red boxes, is for 4 FVMs. No red boxes in the ranges bigger than 4. All of these suggest
poor scalability in the case of harmonic series of weights. The final issue is related to the
ratio between the best random reductions and the Deterministic-Coordinated one, which is
generally bigger than the corresponding ratios for the previously considered sets of weights.
5.3.5 Exponential weights
Figure 5.17 for Exponential weights illustrates that a decrease in values of max weights in
the first line of the mauve boxes row for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction is for only 2
FVMs, and then it becomes stable for more FVMs. The value for more than two FVMs is 0.5.
This result makes the Exponential weights the worst among the considered weights.
The red boxes illustrate that the best range for Randomised-Local Reduction, as shown
in Figure 5.17, are in the range of 2 highest for all considered numbers of FVMs, which is
another reason for claiming that the exponential set of weights is the worst to handle.
The ratio of the best value of Randomised-Local Reduction and the Deterministic Co-
ordinated Reduction for exponential set of weights, as depicted in Figure 5.18, has a similar
trend to the ratio for Harmonic weights. However, it reaches the peak earlier, for 2 FVMs, and
then goes down faster with the growth of the number of FVMs. This is, however, not that opti-
mistic in general, taking into account the previously mentioned lack of scalability - this trend
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Figure 5.17: The total-max results for Deterministic-Coordinated version of Reduce-Max
algorithm and for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken for fifteen settings of the
highest range, applied to Exponential weights
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Figure 5.18: The ratio of the best result of Randomised-Local Reduction compared to
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Exponential weights
suggests only that both the Randomised-Local Reduction and the Deterministic-Coordinated
Reduction are not scalable in a similar way for the Exponential set of weights.
5.3.6 Conclusion
Overall, the best results for Randomised-Local Reduction, which is the version of Reduce-
Max requiring little resources and no coordination, occur in the case of Uniform weights.
However, the results for Random weights and Arithmetic series of weights are close to those
for the Uniform weights. However, The results for Harmonic and Exponential weights show
worse results even in the case of Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction.
Deterministic-Coordinated results, which presented by mauve colour in all figures, are
better than the results of Randomised Reduction. The ratio between them and the best of
Randomised Reduction preformance depends on the use of data setting. However, Figures
5.27, 5.12 and 5.14 are similar but Arithmetic ratio less than others.
5.4 Symptoms-appearance results
In this section, we give and discuss the results of simulations for each set of input weights.
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In the resulting graphs below, the fifteen rows of different colour boxes display maximum-
weight of Reduce-Max in which FVMs choose VMs using the Randomised-Local reduction
from the range of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of highest weight VMs, re-
spectively. Sixteen columns correspond to different numbers of FVMs - from 1 to 16. The red
colour boxes - one for each considered number of FVMs - denote the boxes with the smallest
maximum weight among results for random selection from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15 and 16 highest latency VMs, i.e., indicate the best highest range (i.e., row id) to be
used by Randomised Local reduction for each considered number of FVMs (column).
5.4.1 Random weights
Results in Figure 5.19 show that the more FVMs we apply for Randomised-Local Reduction,
the wider range of highest values achieves the best total-max. This conclusion comes from the
observation that the red box for one FVM is in the range of two highest values as the best for
Randomised-Local Reduction. However, the red box moves towards the range of 15 highest
values for 5 FVMs. It is also in the range of 16 highest values for only 7 FVMs. These results
are close to the results for the same weights in Figure 5.9.
5.4.2 Uniform weights
Similarly to Random weights, the results of executing Reduce-Max algorithm for uniform
weights in Figure 5.20 indicate that the first occurrence of the red box in the range of 16
highest is for 5 FVMs, while it is for 8 FVMs in 5.11. Also, it occurs here 12 times out of 16
in the range of 15 and 16 highest. However, the red box in these two ranges in 5.11 occur 11
times.
5.4.3 Arithmetic integer series weights
The results for Arithmetic integer sequences, cf., Figure 5.21, illustrate that the pattern of
red boxes of choosing the best window of highest values for Randomised-Local Reduction is
similar to the one in Figure 5.19 for the random set of weights. It is moving from the range
of 2 highest through the range of 8 and 11 towards 16 highest for 1, 2, 3, and 6 towards 16
FVMs. However, the pattern of red boxes here is different to the one for Arithmetic weights
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Figure 5.19: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken after
assumption of symptoms appearance for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Random weights.
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Figure 5.20: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken after
assumption of symptoms appearance for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Uniform weights.
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without symptoms in Figure 5.13. The red box in it does not reach the range 16 until 13 FVMs
are applied, whereas here in Figure 5.21, it reach 16 highest when only 6 FVMs are applied in
the system. The result of reaching 16 highest give the system more scalability to choose from
highest weighted VMs.
5.4.4 Harmonic weights
In the case of harmonic weights, the results in Figure 5.22 indicate that the red boxes of
choosing best window of highest values for Randomised-Local Reduction are in the range of
2 highest through FVMs from 1 to 4. Then, it moves towards the range of 3 highest when 5
FVMs are applied and stays there also for 7 and 8 FVMs before it moves again to the range of
4 highest for 10 FVMs then towards 5 highest for 11 and 13 FVMs.
The pattern of red boxes here is close to the one for the same Harmonic set but without
syptoms in Figure 5.15. However, the highest range that could be achieved in Figure 5.15 is 4
highest but the highest range here in Figure 5.22 is 5.
5.4.5 Exponential weights
Figure 5.23 for Exponential weights illustrates a similar pattern to harmonic sets with lack of
respect to scalability to the number of FVMs. The red boxes illustrating the best range for
random Reduction, as in Figure 5.23, are in the range of 2 highest for all considered numbers
of FVMs except for 16 FVMs the best highest is in the range of 3 highest, which is the only
difference with the result in 5.17 for exponential sets. This is the reason of claiming that the
exponential set of weights is the worst to handle due to the lack of scalability.
5.4.6 Conclusions
In this section, an attempted was about to show that Reduce-max algorithm is behaving well
with the appearance of symptoms. This leads to detect malicious behaviour in clouds early.
The results here show that the execution of Reduce-Max algorithm is behaving well compared
to the results present earlier for the two versions of Reduce-Max and that for Random, Uniform
and Arithmetic weights. This conclusion is because the red boxes are achieving the highest
ranges of highest VMs for those set of weights. However, there is a similarity to the results
presented in sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 for Harmonic and Exponential sets.
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Figure 5.21: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken after
assumption of symptoms appearance for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Arithmetic weights.
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Figure 5.22: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken after
assumption of symptoms appearance for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Harmonic weights.
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Figure 5.23: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max, taken after
assumption of symptoms appearance for fifteen settings of the highest range, applied to
Exponential weights.
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5.5 Hierarchical structure of Reduce-Max algorithm
The results will be explained separately for the two questions that are posed for this model in
previous chapters. It will be done that for each considered set of weights: Uniform, Random
uniform integers of both ranges [1,3] and [1,15], and Poisson for both µ = 2,8, and that for
16 FVMs. The first part of each subsection addresses the question how the number of clusters
affects monitoring of VMs. The second part studies what the best ranges for random selection
of next VM are for different numbers of clusters in the system and thus how parameter α
influences the performance.
5.5.1 Uniform weights
Recall that Uniform weights means that all VMs are equal in regards to the set of weights.
Next the results will be presenting firstly in regards to the performance of the number of
clusters. The second subsection is about The performance regarding the value of α that makes
range of highest VMs wider.
The performance regarding the number of clusters
From Figure 5.24, it can be sees clearly that the results of highest total-max for Deterministic-
coordinated algorithm displayed by “the red boxes”, look similar across all clusters. However,
for Randomised Local Reduction the highest total-max is getting better results when a bigger
number of clusters applies. The best total-max of applying 16 FVMs across all values of α
is 0.132 and is achieved for 16 clusters in the system. Moreover, the results of Deterministic-
coordinated Reduction is 0.062 for all number of clusters. This is because the load for FVMs
is the same for all number of clusters. For 1 cluster, 16 FVMs Vs 1024 VMs, whereas there is
1 FVM Vs 64 VMs for 16 clusters.
In brief, the behaviour of stripped boxes as best results of Randomised-Local Reduction
is getting closer to red boxes of Deterministic-coordinated results with a bigger number of
clusters. These results lead to the conclusion that bigger number of clusters applied in the
system is better for Randomised-Local Reduction. A possible explanation of this claim is that
the ranges of highest are smaller with a larger number of clusters. Then the possibility of
hitting the highest is higher.
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Figure 5.24: Total-max for Uniform weights for different numbers of clusters
The performance regarding the value of α
In Figure 5.24 prepared for Uniform weights and 16 FVMs, choosing randomly from different
ranges of highest VMs according to the value of α , the best results (in marked columns with
red-white strips) among all considered values of α for every considered number of clusters
occur four times when α = 1. however, the best result of marked columns with red-white
strips occur once when α = 2.6 for 16 clusters. The best total-max, over all values of α and
clusters’ numbers, is about 0.132 and is achieved for 16 cluster and α = 2.6. Therefore there is
a clear choice of best value of α , and this is for best settings of cluster numbers the best value
of α seems to be closer to 1. For the same number of clusters the best total-max is getting
better with smaller value of α for the number of clusters 1, 2, 4 and 8. A possible explanation
for this claim is that the ranges of highest are smaller with smaller values of α .
Regarding the ratio between the best results of Randomised-Local and the optimal results
of Deterministic-Coordinated in Figure 5.25, it starts from the highest and worst point around
11 when one cluster applied. Then it dropped dramatically to be under 6 for 2 clusters. Finally,
it reaches the best point of 2 for 8 and 16 clusters.
Overall, the results for 16 FVMs in case of uniform weights seem interesting because of
the following reasons. First, the results for 16 clusters are mostly better for all values of α
than other weights. This means that hierarchical structure and clustering works well for the
approached system. Second reason is related to the best marked column. It is mostly when
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Figure 5.25: The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Uniform weights
α = 1. This suggests that the number of FVMs in the system can work more in an efficient
way with smaller ranges. Finally, the best total-max for marked columns are getting better
and not far from the optimal results of Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction that are in red
columns in the figure, when a larger number of clusters is applied.
5.5.2 Random weights
Random weights mean that the values of weights are integers selected randomly and indepen-
dently from the range of integer values. In our case, there are two ranges of selected number
(as a weight of a VM). The first one is between 1 and 3 and the second is between 1 and 15,
see also [3].
5.5.2.1 Random [1,3] weights
Here we explain the results based on that the selection of weights is taking randomly from
the range between 1 and 3. The results in Figure 5.26 show that the marked columns for all
considered numbers of clusters occur when α = 1. The reason behind this behaviour is that
the ranges of highest is smaller with smaller value of α .
The best (i.e., smallest) value of total-max, over all values of α and all considered num-
bers of clusters, is about 0.14 for 8 clusters. This number is bigger than the corresponding one
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Figure 5.26: Total-max for Random [1,3] weights for different numbers of clusters
for the same number of FVMs in the case of Uniform weights. The worst value of total-max
is around 1 and it happened with one cluster applied. The optimal results here of Determinis-
tic Reduction started from 0.078 for one cluster and ended with 0.081 for 16 clusters. These
results are also worse than 0.062 for Uniform weights.
The performance regarding the number of clusters
The total-max behaviour changes with the number of clusters. In Figure 5.26, we see mainly
that the results of total-max are getting better across all values of α with the increasing number
of clusters. The best result occurs with 8 clusters, which is around 0.14. However, for 1 cluster
the total-max could reach as bad as 1.003, that is the worst result for random weights when
16 FVMs are applied. The optimal results vary over the number of clusters, from 0.078 for 1
cluster to 0.081 for 16 clusters.
The performance regarding the value of α
For this aspect, in Figure 5.26, the marked columns are for α = 1 for all number of clusters are
implemented. Therefore there is a clear choice of best value of α , and this is for best settings
of cluster numbers the best value of α seems to be almost 1. For the same number cluster the
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Figure 5.27: The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Random [1,3] weights
total-max is getting better with smaller value of α for all considered numbers of clusters. The
reasons of this claim is that the ranges of highest are getting smaller with smaller value of α .
Regarding the ratio between the best result of Randomised-Local Reduction and the
results of Deterministic-Coordinated in Figure 5.27, it starts from worst point around 10 when
one cluster is applied. Then it dropped dramatically to be around 5 for 2 clusters. Finally, it
reaches the best point of 2 for 8 and 16 clusters.
Overall, the results for Random weights with 16 FVMs are worse than the analogous for
Uniform weights. The reasons are that, firstly, the best total-max of the value of 0.14 for Ran-
dom weights is worse than it was in the case of Uniform weight (the value was 0.13). Second
reason is related to the difference between them for the optimal Deterministic Reduction. It is
0.062 for Uniform, whereas, it is around 0.08 for Random weights. Finally, the worst values
of total-max are also worse in the case of Random weights. They are 1.003 versus around 0.83
for Uniform weights.
5.5.2.2 Random [1,15] weights
For 16 FVMs, each choosing randomly from different ranges of highest VMs according to the
value of α for random weights selected from the range [1,15], it appears that the best total-
max for all α across all number of clusters is about 0.15, cf., Figure 5.28. It is again worse
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Figure 5.28: Total-max for Random [1,15] weights for different numbers of clusters
than it was with Uniform weights for the same number of FVMs (value 0.13) and Random of
3 (value 0.14). However, the worst total-max here 0.93 that is better than the worst total-max
for random of the range [1,3] (the value was 1.003).
The performance regarding the number of clusters
For the varying number of clusters in Figure 5.28, the behaviour of the total-max performance
is not much different from the setting with random of the range [1,3]. The results of total-
max for all consider numbers of clusters decrease with the increasing number of clusters.
Moreover, the total-max values for all numbers of clusters again are behaving well with more
clusters. The results of applying one cluster across all values of α is around 0.85, but for 16
clusters it is approximately around 0.16.
Deterministic results here start from the total-max of 0.074 for one cluster to end with
0.83. The results are different from Random [1,3] integers and of course from Uniform
weights. These results lead to confirm that random weights are worse than the uniform ones
but not that far.
The performance regarding the value of α
Regarding the efficiency for different values of parameter α , in Figure 5.28, the best total-max
among all considered numbers of clusters is in the case of 1 cluster and the marked column of
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Figure 5.29: The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Random [1,15] weights
α = 1. Apart of the marked column for α = 1.2 when there are 8 clusters, all other marked
columns are for α = 1.
The difference for the ratio between best result of Randomised-Local Reduction and the
optimal results of Deterministic-coordinated Reduction, cf., in Figure 5.29 from other ratios
is that it drops quicker. It starts from the worst point around 10 when one cluster is applied.
Then it drops dramatically to be around 5 for 2 clusters. Finally, it reaches the best point of 2
for 8 and 16 clusters.
Overall, the following two observations could be derived from the results for 16 FVMs
for Random weights of 15. First, the results for 8 and 16 clusters are better, for almost all
values of α , than those for smaller numbers of clusters. Second, Random weights give worse
results in comparison with Uniform weights but the difference is not critical.
5.5.3 Poisson weights
Poisson distribution generates values for VMs weights according to the value of the parameter
µ , where µ is a given value either 2 or 8 in the experiments. We will explain the results for
both µ equals 2 or 8.
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Figure 5.30: Total-max for Poisson µ 2 for different numbers of clusters
5.5.3.1 Poisson (2) weights
As we can see in Figure 5.30, the best total-max achieved for Randomised-Local Reduction
over all values of α and across all numbers of clusters is about 0.17. That happens for 8
clusters in the system. To compare, this best result of Poisson when µ equals 2 is worse than
to the best one of Uniform weights and both Random weights.
The performance regarding the number of clusters
The behaviour of total-max in regards to the number of clusters in Figure 5.30 is similar to
the corresponding picture for both Random and Uniform weights. The results of total-max
for Randomised-Local Reduction across all numbers of clusters are getting better across all
values of α with the increasing number of clusters. However, the results of applying 16 FVMs
for 8 clusters, across smaller values of α , are better than the same values of α for 16 clusters.
To have some comparisons, the results of optimal Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction
start from 0.078 for one cluster and end with 0.088 for 16 clusters. This value of 0.088 is the
worst value for Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction among all studied data sets.
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Figure 5.31: The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Poisson µ 2
The performance regarding the value of α
Related to the impact of parameter α , it could be seen in Figure 5.30 that the total-max per-
formance is not much different from the ones for previous weights. It is also almost similar
from perspective of positions of the marked columns. There are four marked columns when
α = 1 for all number of clusters. However, the last marked column for 16 clusters is when
α = 1.2. The best total-max among all numbers of clusters — in the case of 8 clusters — is
when α = 1.
The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and the optimal results
of Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction, as in Figure 5.31, starts from the point around 10
when one cluster is applied. Then it drops to be just under 6 for 2 clusters. After that, it is
about 3 for 4 clusters. Finally, it reaches the best point of 2 for 8 clusters then goes just above
2 for 16 clusters.
Overall, the results for Poisson weights with µ = 2 are also interesting. It is true that
it is not far from the previously studied weights, but it has the worst results for optimal
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction. Not only that its best result of Randomised-Local Re-
duction is worse than the best one of the previous weights.
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Figure 5.32: Total-max for Poisson weights µ 8 for different numbers of clusters
5.5.3.2 Poisson (8) weights
In Figure 5.32, with 16 FVMs choosing randomly from different ranges of highest VMs for
Poisson weights with µ = 8, the best total-max for all α is about 0.014. This result is really
close to both random weights (value of 0.014) for random of[1,3] and (value of 0.015) for
random of [1,15]. In addition, this result is better than the best result of Poisson weights when
µ = 2 (value of 0.017).
The performance regarding the number of clusters
Regarding the number of clusters, in Figure 5.32, it can be seen that the results of total-max
for Randomised-Local Reduction are getting better with increasing number of clusters across
all values of α . However, the results for 8 and 16 clusters are close to each other. The results
of applying 16 FVMs for 2 clusters across all values of α are around 0.43, and for 4 clusters
they are about 0.23. Finally, for 8 and 16 clusters they are mostly around 0.16.
The results of red columns for optimal Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction start from
0.073 for one cluster and end with 0.078 for 16 clusters. These results of Deterministic-
Coordinated Reduction for Poisson weights with µ = 8 are considered the second best results
after the one for Uniform weights.
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Figure 5.33: The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction for Poisson µ 8
The performance regarding the value of α
Regarding the impact of α , the interesting thing is that the marked column exists in same
positions like in the case of Poisson for µ = 2. It exists four times when α = 1, and one time
for α = 1.2, and no marked column occurs for other alpha. The best total-max among all
numbers of clusters, achieved in the case of 8 clusters, is when α = 1.
The ratio between best results of Randomised-Local Reduction and optimal results of
Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction in Figure 5.33, starts from the point just above 10 when
one cluster is applied. Then it drops to be just around 5 for 2 clusters. After that, it reaches
the best point of 1.9 for 8 clusters and then goes just under 2 for 16 clusters.
Overall, there are two positive points in case of Poisson weights with µ = 8: this setting
provides the second best results after the ones with Uniform weights, and the best performance
is reached for the smallest range of parameter α .
5.5.4 Conclusions
In this section, we used a hierarchical structure of cloud to study efficiency of monitoring VMs
in order to discover symptoms. The structure includes three levels: virtual gateway, virtual
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clusters and virtual nodes. The simulations were done to examine the impact of hierarchical
structure from the perspective of cloud monitoring. They were done to compare the results for
different numbers of clusters, including one cluster that corresponds to previously considered
homogenous systems, under the same number of FVMs. We used three popular sets of data
to model weights of VMs: Uniform, Random for two ranges of weights (selection from 1 to
3 and the other one is a selection from 1 to 15) and Poisson for two µ = 2 and µ = 8, and
considered different ranges of highest range for random selection of next VM according to the
value of α .
From simulations’ results, it is recommended to use hierarchical structure because it is
effective with all the considered sets of weights. In all sets of weights and different numbers
of FVMs, the results are better when the number of applied clusters is increasing, although,
generally, the result for 8 is similar to 16 clusters. This, together with 1024 VMs in total,
suggests 128 VMs in a cluster when using 16 FVMs in the whole system.
In regards to the sets of weights, Uniform weights then Poisson for µ = 8 are better
tractable than the other considered weights, although the differences are not critical. For the
question of best choice of highest ranges to implement random Reduction, we get in general
better results for smaller values of α , generally when α = 1. What is most important, the trends
in performance depend primarily on the number of clusters in all the considered settings. This
confirms how important is proper structuring of the cloud for efficiency of the monitoring
process, in particular, for implementing light security and resiliency systems on the top of the
cloud.
5.6 Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm
In this section, the results of simulations for five different data sets of input weights are pre-
sented and discussed for Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm.
5.6.1 Uniform weights
We start with the results of Uniform weights studied for Random-Start-Round-Robin algo-
rithm. The experiments were done using 16 FVMs and for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 Clusters as
following.
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Figure 5.34: Total-max of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm for Uniform weights
In Figure 5.34, it can be seen clearly that the results of total-max of Random-Start-
Round-Robin algorithm are much better of the best result of Randomised-Local version of
Reduce-Max algorithm, especially for smaller numbers of clusters.
The result in Figure 5.34, for one cluster in the system is around 0.23, which is better than
the best result of Randomised-Local version that is above 0.6. However, the Deterministic-
Coordinated version of Reduce-Max with the same settings shows the result of 0.062 that is
not only better than the Randomised-Local version but also better than Random-Start-Round-
Robin algorithm’s result.
Then, the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin go down towards 0.063 when 16 clus-
ters applied, which is really close to Deterministic-Coordinated results. Moreover, the best
results of Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max are decreasing too with the increasing
number of clusters. The best results of Randomised-Local Reduction, when 16 clusters are in
the system, is around 0.13.
5.6.2 Random [1,3] weights
The results for Random [1,3] weights, when the selection is from the range from 1 to 3,
in Figure 5.35 are better than the best results of Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max
algorithm for most of the numbers of clusters, and worse than Deterministic-Coordinated
results in all cases.
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Figure 5.35: Total-max of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm for Random [1,3] weights
The results start from around 0.29 for one cluster and end with 0.094 for 16 cluster. The
case with the best result of Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max is almost the same. It
starts from about 0.78 for one cluster and ends with around 0.16 for 16 clusters. However, the
results of Deterministic-Coordinated version increase from 0.079 for one cluster to 0.081 for
16 clusters.
5.6.3 Random [1,15] weights
In this subsection, results are shown for random set when the selection is from 1 to 15 for
different numbers of clusters.
Overall, in Figure 5.36 the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin are similar to those
for random [1,3] weights. They are better than the best results of Randomised-Local version
of Reduce-Max algorithm for most of the numbers of clusters, and worse than Deterministic-
Coordinated results in all cases. They start from about 0.43. This value is close to the corre-
sponding one for Poisson (8) weights. This value become 0.12 when 16 FVMs are applied.
The result of Deterministic-Coordinated version is about 0.074 for one cluster and goes
up till 0.08 for 16 clusters. Moreover, the best results of Randomised-Local version decrease
from 0.72 to 0.16.
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Figure 5.36: Total-max of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm for Random [1,15] weights
5.6.4 Poisson (2) weights
For Poisson weights with µ = 2, in Figure 5.37, the result of Random-Start-Round-Robin
algorithm is showing the worst results compared to the results of both Deterministic and Ran-
domised versions of Reduce-Max.
Random-Start-Round-Robin result for one cluster is approximately 0.875. This value of
total-max is decreasing with the rising number of clusters. It reaches around 0.26 when 16
clusters are in the system. The same case happens with the best result of Randomised-Local
version of Reduce-Max. The total-max starts from about 0.77 for one cluster and ends with
around 0.21 for 16 clusters.
On the other hand, the results of Deterministic-Coordinated version of Reduce-Max start
from approximately 0.077. Then, an increase to the results happens until reaching 0.088 for 16
clusters. However, the results for Deterministic-Coordinated are indicating the best total-max.
5.6.5 Poisson (8) weights
In regards to Poisson weights with µ = 8, the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin algo-
rithm in Figure 5.38 are the worst results compared to the results of both Deterministic-
Coordinated and Randomised-Local versions of Reduce-Max when 2, 4 and 8 clusters are ap-
plied. However, when one and 16 clusters are in the system, the results are better than the best
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Figure 5.37: Total-max of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm for Poisson (2) weights
results of Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm and worse than Deterministic-
Coordinated results.
Random-Start-Round-Robin result for one Cluster is 0.47. This value of total-max is
falling to the value of 0.15 when 16 clusters are in the system. The best result of Randomised-
Local version of Reduce-Max starts from about 0.72 for one cluster and ends with around 0.16
for 16 clusters. However, the results of Deterministic-Coordinated version that keeps giving
the best results start from around 0.074. The results rise until reaching 0.08 when 16 clusters
are applied.
5.6.6 Conclusions
In this section dedicated to Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm, there is an attempt to com-
pare it with Reduce-Max algorithm and its two versions in hierarchical systems. Overall,
the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm is usually better than the best results of
Randomised-Local Reduction. However, Deterministic-Coordinated version of Reduce-Max,
as usual, gives the best results that could be called the optimal results.
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Figure 5.38: Total-max of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm for Poisson (8) weights
5.7 Balancing Mobility algorithm for monitoring Virtual Ma-
chines
In this section, we give and discuss the results of simulations for each set of input weights for
Balancing Mobility algorithm.
In the resulting graphs below, the fifteen columns of different coloured boxes display
maximum-weight of Reduce-Max in which FVMs choose VMs using Randomised Local re-
duction from the range of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of highest weight
VMs, respectively. Sixteen rows correspond to different numbers of FVMs - from 1 to 16.
The red boxes - one for each considered number of FVMs - denote the boxes with the smallest
maximum weight among the results for random selection from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15 and 16 highest latency VMs, i.e. indicate the best highest range (i.e., column id) to
be used by the Randomised Local reduction for each considered number of FVMs (row).
5.7.1 Random weights
Results in Figure 5.39 show that the more FVMs we apply for Randomised-Local Reduction,
the wider range of highest values achieves the best total-max. This conclusion comes from the
observation that the red box for one FVM indicates the range of two highest values as the best
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Figure 5.39: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm,
taken for fifteen settings of the highest range, for balancing Mobility algorithm applied to
Random weights
for Randomised local Reduction; however, the red box moves towards the range of 11 highest
values for 2 FVMs and it is in the range of 16 highest values for 12, 14 and 15 FVMs.
Additionally, from Figure 5.39, for only one FVM we get worse total-max weight for a
wider range of highest values. It is around 0.16 for the window of two highest and just under
0.18 for the window of 16 highest values. However, these results change with the increase of
the number of FVMs. For example, the total-max is about 0.08 for the range of two highest
values if there are 16 FVMs, then it drops down to just above 0.02 for the range of 16 highest
values.
From the above, the highest total-max for random distribution is around 0.18. The red
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Figure 5.40: Samples of the total-max results for 2 and 9 FVMs taken for fifteen settings of
the highest range for Balancing Mobility applied to Random weights
boxes reach the range of 16 highest if only 14 FVMs are applied in the system.
In Figure 5.40, two slides are taking from Figure 5.39 to see a deep view into the graph.
In this figure, it can be seen clearly that the highest range can be reached when 2 FVMs are
applied in the system, is 9 highest. However, the best range is 13 highest when 9 FVMs are
applied.
5.7.2 Uniform weights
Unlike random weights, for uniform weights the red box, showing the best range for choosing
a random VM from, changes from the range of 2 highest through the range of 9 and 13 highest
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Figure 5.41: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm,
taken for fifteen settings of the highest range, for balancing Mobility algorithm applied to
Uniform weights
until it reaches 16 highest range for 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16 FVMs.
The Uniform distribution weights, as in Figure 5.41, show better results than the Random
distribution in regards to two aspects. The first one is about the number of red boxes in the
range of 16. The second one is about the total-max itself. The highest total-max for Uniform
set of weights is just under 0.16, however, it is around 0.18 in the case of random weights.
The two slides in Figure 5.42 are taken from Figure 5.41 with the same numbers of
FVMs to compare among all three sets of weights and to have a deeper look inside the graphs.
Here for Uniform set, it can be clarified that the highest range can be reached when 2 FVMs
are applied in the system, is 8. It was 9 for Random set of weights. In addition, 15 highest
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Figure 5.42: Samples of the total-max results for 2 and 9 FVMs taken for fifteen settings of
the highest range for Balancing Mobility applied to Random weights
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range is reached when 9 FVMs are applied.
5.7.3 Poisson distribution weights
The pattern of red boxes in choosing the best range of highest values for randomised-Local
Reduction for Poisson distribution, cf., Figure 5.43 , is different from what was shown previ-
ously for Random weights. There are 12 red boxes out of 16 in the top two ranges with 15
and 16 highest ranges. Nine of them are in the highest range in the system. The red boxes are
moving from the range of 2 highest through the range of 11 and towards the range of 15 and
16 highest for 1, 2, 3, and 4 towards 16 FVMs respectively. The highest total-max for Poisson
distribution is the smallest. However, it is similar to the one for Uniform sets.
The two slides in Figure 5.44 are taken from Figure 5.43 for the same numbers of FVMs,
2 and 9 FVMs. For Poisson distribution, the highest range can be reached when 2 FVMs are
applied in the system is 12. Additionally, when 9 FVMs applied for Poisson distribution, it is
in the 16 highest range that is the biggest range the system.
5.7.4 Conclusions
In this section of Balancing Mobility algorithm, we attempted to quantify the belief that any
malicious behaviour of cybercriminals in the cloud could be detected early. We focus on a
simplified version of the mobility algorithm, called the Reduce-Max algorithm, and the version
using Randomised-Local Reductions, which discover the symptoms of malicious behaviour.
Three configurations of distribution of weights were considered, implemented and analysed
for the Reduce-Max algorithm. Overall, the best results for Randomised-Local Reduction,
which is the version of Reduce-Max requiring little resources and no coordination, occur in
the case of Poisson and Uniform set of weights. The results for random weights are less
efficient for most cases of applying FVMs than the other two considered distribution.
5.8 Summary of the chapter
This long chapter gave all results of experiments for all the proposed algorithms starting with
Reduce-Max algorithm through all other algorithms. From this chapter, in homogeneous sys-
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Figure 5.43: The total-max results for Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm,
taken for fifteen settings of the highest range, for balancing Mobility algorithm applied to
Poisson weights
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Figure 5.44: Samples of the total-max results for 2 and 9 FVMs taken for fifteen settings of
the highest range for Balancing Mobility applied to Poisson weights
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tems, the two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm are discussed as follows. Firstly, for Uni-
form, Random and Arithmetic weights the differences between the best results of Randomise-
local version and the results of Deterministic-Coordinated version are not big. However, there
is a big difference between the two versions in the case of Harmonic and Exponential weights.
In hierarchical systems, there is little difference between Deterministic-Coordinated results
and the best results of Randomised-Local with a bigger number of clusters.
For Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm, it gave better results comparing to Randomised-
Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm in most cases. The reason could be that FVMs in the
case of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm reduce each VM weight one in N rounds. This
is probable reason why its results are better. However, the results of Deterministic-Coordinated
Reduction are the best comparing to other algorithms. The reason is that deterministic version
of Reduce-Max hits the highest latencies in each round.
Regarding data setting, in general, Uniform and Poisson (8) weights have the best results
among all others data sets, but Random ([1,3] and [1,15]) and Poisson (2) weights were not
far from them. Finally, Arithmetic come afterwards, whereas Harmonic and Exponential gave
the worst results. The next chapter will contain discussions of these results of algorithms.
Chapter 6
Discussions and Evaluations
6.1 Overview
This chapter is about the discussions and evaluations of all algorithms. It depends on the
previous chapter of experiment results. This chapter is organised as in the following two para-
graphs. Section 6.2 presents the comparisons of the algorithms that were presented in this
thesis. The reason for starting with comparisons is to have thorough discussions about all
proposed algorithms. This section includes three subsections. First one is a comparison be-
tween Deterministic-Coordinated and Randomised-Local versions of Reduce-Max algorithm
in both homogeneous and hierarchical systems. The second one shows a comparison between
Reduce-Max algorithm and Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm. The last one presents a
comparison between hierarchical-structure and homogeneous structure. Section 6.3 provides
important discussions about each data set. It includes six subsections. These subsections will
have a separate discussion on each of them. Then, Section 6.4 contains discussions about
the ranges of highest VMs and the numbers of FVMs. Finally, a summary of this chapter is
presented in Section 6.5.
6.2 Comparison of algorithms for discussions
As explained earlier, this section contains comparisons of algorithms proposed in this thesis.
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6.2.1 Comparison between Deterministic Coordinated version and Ran-
domised Local version
The two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm that are proposed by the author of this thesis,
have been used in most sections of the thesis as an essential part of it. The advantage of
Deterministic-Coordinated version is that it hits the highest value. Therefore, it could have
better results. However, the advantage of Randomised-Local version is that it has lightweight
implementation, i.e. not relying on substantial resources or coordination and communication.
Next, we present a comparison between these two variants in both studied structures.
6.2.1.1 Homogeneous-structure
In homogeneous systems, the two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm are discussed as follows.
Firstly, for Uniform, Random and Arithmetic weights in Figures 5.12, 5.10 and 5.14 re-
spectively, the differences between the best results of Randomise-local version and the results
of Deterministic-Coordinated version are not big, the ratio between them does not exceed 1.8.
Here are some examples of the results. For Uniform weights, the best result of Randomised-
Local version among all highest ranges for 5 FVMs is just above 0.26, whereas the result of
Deterministic-Coordinated version for the same number of FVMs is just above 0.2. Therefore,
it can be seen that the difference is not big.
Similarly, for Random and Arithmetic weights, the best result of Randomised-Local for
Random weights when 9 FVMs were applied is about 0.18 and the Deterministic-Coordinated
result is around 0.13. For Arithmetic, best result of Randomised-Local is around 0.2, and
the result of Deterministic-Centralised is just over 0.11. However, there is a big difference
between the two versions in the case of Harmonic and Exponential weights, as shown in
Figures 5.16 and 5.18. The ratio between the two versions reaches 6 in the case of Harmonic
weights and 11 in the case of Exponential weights.
From previous paragraphs, the use of Randomised-Local type with its great benefits
towards saving time in coordination and communication depends on the use of data sets. For
Uniform, Random and Arithmetic weights the difference is acceptable. However, for other
weights is not.
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6.2.1.2 Hierarchical-structure
In hierarchical system, both versions of Reduce-Max are studied. The comparison between
them will be given according to data sets:
• Uniform weights.
For Uniform weights, in the case of 16 FVMs applied in Figure 5.24, there is little dif-
ference between Deterministic-Coordinated results and the best results of Randomised-
Local with a bigger number of clusters. When 16 clusters are in the system, determinis-
tic result is 0.062 whereas best result of randomised version is about 0.13.
However, the difference is bigger with smaller number of clusters as can be seen in
Figures 5.24 and 5.25. The reason is that the range for bigger numbers of clusters
is smaller with high possibility of hitting the highest value. For smaller numbers of
clusters, on the other hand, the range is bigger.
• Poisson (2) weights.
When Poisson weights with µ = 2 are applied cf., Figure 5.30, the difference is smaller
between the two version for bigger numbers of clusters. In the case of 16 clusters,
the ratio between the best result of Randomised-Local reduction and Deterministic-
Coordinated result is about 2, see Figure 5.31. This ratio is about 10 in the case of one
cluster. This leads to conclusion that more clusters are better for applying Randomised-
Local reduction.
• Poisson (8) weights.
When Poisson weights with µ = 8 are applied cf., Figure 5.32, the difference trend is
similar to Uniform and Poisson (2) trends. The ratio between the two versions with
smaller number of clusters is big, whereas it is around 2 for 16 clusters. In the case
of one cluster, the best result of Randomised-Local reduction is around 0.75 while
Deterministic-Coordinated result is about 0.073.
• Random [1,3] weights.
For Random weights in range [1,3] in both Figures 5.26 and 5.27, the situation is not
different. The differences between the two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm is accept-
able for bigger numbers of clusters. With smaller numbers of clusters the difference is
wider and could reach 10.
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• Random [1,15] weights.
The same trend of differences between the two versions appeared in Figure 5.28 when
Random [1,15] weights were applied. The best result of Randomised-Local reduction
is about 0.16 when 16 clusters were applied, while Deterministic-Coordinated result
is only approximately 0.083. For one cluster, on the other hand, the best result of
Randomised-Local reduction is about 0.76, whereas deterministic result is 0.075.
6.2.1.3 Summary
In this brief conclusion, the comparison between the two versions of Reduce-Max is to meet
the main objective of choosing algorithms to reach our goal of visiting VMs to discover threats
symptoms. Overall, the differences between the best results of Randomised Local reduction
and Deterministic Coordinated reductions in most cases are small in both variants of struc-
tures. However, for smaller numbers of clusters, in hierarchical systems for all considered
weights, the results indicate that the difference could be big. In addition, there also is a big
difference between the two versions in the case of Harmonic and Exponential weights in ho-
mogeneous systems. Finally, according to system designer needs, any of the two variants
could be used as a way of checking VMs.
6.2.2 Comparison between Reduce-Max algorithm and Random-Start-
Round-Robin algorithm
To fulfill the main objective of the best algorithms of checking VMs to be chosen, here is
a comparison between Reduce-Max and Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithms. To do so,
two subsections below compare Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm with each variant of
Reduce-Max algorithm as follows:
6.2.2.1 Deterministic-Coordinated Reduction
From previous comparisons, Deterministic-Coordinated reduction has better results compared
to Randomised-Local reduction. Here, from Figures 5.34, 5.37, 5.38, 5.35 and 5.36, it can be
clearly seen that the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm is worse than Deterministic-
Coordinated reduction results. However, the difference between the two algorithms in the case
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of Uniform weights in Figure 5.34 is small. For example, the results of Random-Start-Round-
Robin algorithm is about 0.063 when 16 clusters were applied. Deterministic-Coordinated
result is around 0.062 in the same setting. It means in this case, they are really close to each
other. Second case is for Random [1,3] weights and when 16 clusters were applied cf., Figure
5.35, the difference is small too. For other types of weights, the difference is wider but not
critical.
6.2.2.2 Randomised-Local Reduction
Randomised-Local Reduction has an advantage of lightweight implementation, i.e., not rely-
ing on substantial resources or coordination and communication. However, from Figures 5.34,
5.35 and 5.36 for Uniform and Random [1,3] and [1,15] weights, it is clear that the results of
Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm are better than the results of Randomised-Local reduc-
tion. However, for Poisson (2) weights in Figure 5.37 and for clusters 2, 4, 8 of Poisson (8)
weights in Figure 5.38, the results of Randomised-Local reduction are better.
6.2.2.3 Summary
The previous comparisons of algorithms lead us to say that Random-Start-Round-Robin algo-
rithm gives better results comparing to Randomised-Local version of Reduce-Max algorithm
in most cases. The reason could be that FVMs in the case of Random-Start-Round-Robin
algorithm reduce all VMs weights in N rounds. This is probable reason why its results are
better. However, the results of Deterministic-Coordinated reduction are the best comparing
to other algorithms. The reason is that deterministic version of Reduce-Max hits the highest
latencies in each round.
Overall, the results of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm are in the middle. They are
better than the results of Randomised-Local reduction and worse than those for Deterministic-
Centralised reduction.
6.2.3 Comparison between hierarchical-structure and homogeneous struc-
ture of Reduce-Max Algorithm
After algorithms comparisons and discussions, now it is needed to fulfill the related objective
about cloud structures. Here is a comparison between both hierarchical and homogeneous
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structures. Next, we will compare them in regards to the total-max when a number of FVMs
is 16.
Firstly, homogeneous structure was studied for three problems as follows.
• Reduce-Max algorithm
For Reduce-Max algorithm, the result of total-max for Deterministic-Coordinated when
16 FVMs were applied in the case of Uniform weights is 0.0625 cf., Figure 5.11. The
best of Randomised-Local reduction with 16 FVMs is about 0.1112. Uniform weights
are considered here because they demonstrated the best results of Reduce-Max algo-
rithm.
• Symptoms appearance problem
The best of Randomised-Local Reduction after assumption of symptoms appearance
with 16 FVMs for Uniform weights is around 0.1471 cf., Figure 5.20.
• Balancing Mobility algorithm
The best of Randomised-Local reduction with 16 FVMs for Uniform weights is approx-
imately 0.1445 cf., Figure 5.41.
Secondly, hierarchical-structure was also studied in two problems in the thesis and the
findings are as follows.
• Hierarchical model
For hierarchical model, the results of Deterministic-Coordinated when 16 FVMs were
applied in the case Uniform weights are around 0.062 for all numbers of clusters cf.,
Figure 5.24. Randomised-Local reduction, on the other hand, has the result varying
from 0.64 for one cluster to 0.14 when 16 clusters were applied.
• Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm
When Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm is used, the results of 16 FVMs for Uni-
form weights start from around 0.23 for one cluster and reach best value of 0.063 when
16 clusters applied c.f, Figure 5.34.
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6.2.3.1 Summary
From the previous discussion, it is clear that the results for 16 FVMs and for Uniform weights
in both structures are close to each other. However, there are differences between Deterministic-
Coordinated reduction and Randomised-Local reduction, and advantages of each. For in-
stance, in the hierarchical model the trends in performance depend primarily on the number
of clusters in all the considered settings.
6.3 Discussions about each data sets
The following subsections provide discussions about each of data sets.
6.3.1 Random weights
Random weights are studied for all considered issues in this thesis. They are studied for two
different ranges [1,3] and [1,15]. Firstly, with original Reduce-Max in both Figures 5.2 and
5.3, the results show smooth trends and it was around 1.2. Then, with the two versions in
Figure 5.9, the results were the second best after Uniform weights. The same happened with
symptom appearance in Figure 5.19. After that, in hierarchical model, cf., Figures 5.26 and
5.28, the results of Random weights were worse than Uniform and Poisson with µ = 2, but
the difference was not critical. The same situation happened with Random-Start-Round-Robin
algorithm and Balancing Mobility algorithm. Therefore, Random weights are good to be used
in some cases and models.
6.3.2 Uniform weights
Uniform weights are studied for all considered algorithms in this thesis. Beginning with orig-
inal Reduce-Max in Figure 5.1, they gave the best results due to the reduction of all weights
in N round. Moreover, it shows the best results for the two versions of Reduce-Max in Fig-
ure 5.11 and with symptom appearance in Figure 5.20. Then, for the hierarchical model and
Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm in both Figures 5.24 and 5.34, the results continue to
indicate the best results. Again for Balancing Mobility algorithm, the results also show the
best performance. Overall, Uniform weights indicates best results in most cases in regards to
the total-max.
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6.3.3 Arithmetic series weights
Arithmetic weights are studied for three algorithms. First is the original Reduce-Max in Figure
5.6. It shows a trend with result of almost 1.3 that is worse than Uniform and Random. The
second case is the two version of Reduce-Max in Figure 5.13 the results here were worse than
those for Uniform and Random too. Finally, with symptom appearance in Figure 5.21, the
results were worse than for Uniform. However, it was close to the results for Uniform and
Random weights.
6.3.4 Harmonic weights
Harmonic weights were studied for the same sittings as Arithmetic weights. They show better
results for the original Reduce-Max in Figure 5.7. However, with the work of the two version
of Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance, in Figures 5.15 and 5.22, they yield worse results.
6.3.5 Exponential weights
The results on Exponential weights were better in the case of the original Reduce-Max in
Figure 5.8, but then Exponential weights show worse results for the two versions of Reduce-
Max and symptoms appearance in both Figures 5.17 and 5.23. The results are even worse than
for Harmonic weights.
6.3.6 Poisson (2) weights
In this thesis, Poisson (2) weights yield better results than at least Random [1,3] cf., Figure
5.4. These weights also continue to indicate good results for hierarchical model in Figures
5.30, and 5.37. However, Poisson (2) weights are not within the best results of Random-Start-
Round-Robin algorithm.
6.3.7 Poisson (8) weights
Poisson (8) weights yield the second best results after Uniform weights cf., Figure 5.5. For
hierarchical model, in Figures 5.32 and 5.38, Poisson (8) weights usually have the second best
results after Uniform weights.
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Finally, Poisson weights for Balancing Mobility algorithm show the best results along
with Uniforms weights cf., Figure 5.43.
6.3.8 Summary
Overall, cloud designers could evaluate their algorithms for the data setting that suits their
systems according the number of FVMs and the structure of cloud systems. However, in
general, Uniform and Poisson (8) weights have the best results among all others data sets, but
Random ([1,3] and [1,15]) and Poisson (2) weights were not far from them. Finally, Arithmetic
come afterwards, whereas Harmonic and Exponential gave the worst results.
6.4 Discussions about the ranges of highest VMs and the
numbers of FVMs
The highest ranges mean that the range of highest weighted VMs that FVMs choose randomly
to visit then reduce its weights. This way of reduction is Randomise-Local version of Reduce
Max. It has been studied for both homogeneous and hierarchical structures.
For homogeneous systems, the best results occur with increasing number of highest
ranges. The reason is that the probability of choosing the same VM is low.
However, for Harmonic and Exponential weights, the best results are in ranges of 2 and
3. Therefore, the best results of total-max are in higher ranges with Uniform, Random[1,15]
and Arithmetic weights, whereas they are in smaller ranges in the case of the weights that have
worse results.
In hierarchical systems, the situation is different. The range of FVMs is multiplied by α .
We have in general better results for ranges that have smaller values of α , specifically when
α = 1. The reason is that the probability of choosing the highest weighted VM is bigger with
smaller value of α .
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6.5 Summary of the chapter
This discussion chapter gave evaluations of all proposed algorithms and discussions about
their results. It started with a comparison between the two versions of Reduce-Max in both
structures. The differences between them in most cases are small in both variants of structures.
However, for smaller numbers of clusters, in hierarchical systems the differences are bigger.
In addition, there also is a big difference between the two versions in the case of Harmonic
and Exponential weights in homogeneous systems. Then the chapter moves to discuss the
comparison between Reduce-Max and Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithms. The results
of Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm are better than the results of Randomised-Local re-
duction and worse than those for Deterministic-Centralised reduction. After that, this chapter
had a section of comparing homogeneous systems with hierarchical systems. The conclusion
about the hierarchical model is that the trends in performance depend primarily on the number
of clusters. Finally, a section was about data sets. That section contained an evaluations of
each consider weights set.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Overview
This ending chapter is the last chapter of this thesis. It will end the thesis by providing a
summary of all previous chapters including main findings and results.
The sections in this chapter are organised as follows. Section 7.2 considers a research
contribution that described what was done in this thesis. It has six subsections. This section
is followed by the main results and findings. Section 7.4 discusses the future work of this
research. This section includes the future directions as follows: cluster shifting, classifications
of symptoms and some more complex configuration of symptoms.
7.2 Research Contribution
The main aim of this research was to design and evaluate new algorithms for distributed moni-
toring of cloud systems. These algorithms target efficient discovery of symptoms of malicious
behaviours in cloud systems.
7.2.1 Reduce-Max algorithm
Firstly, a simplified version of Mobility algorithm called Reduce-Max algorithm was in-
troduced. Eight configurations of weights were considered, implemented and analysed for
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Reduce-Max algorithm. For the work of a single type of FVMs, Uniform weights, through a
different number of VMs, achieves the best results (the lowest total-max).
7.2.2 Two variants of reductions for Reduce-Max for many FVMs
Then two versions of reductions for the original Reduce-Max algorithm were introduced. They
are Deterministic-Coordinated reduction and Randomised-Local reduction.
The best results for randomised local reduction, which is the version of Reduce-Max
requiring little resources and no coordination, occur in the case of Uniform weights. However,
the results of Random weights and Arithmetic series weights are close to those for Uniform
weights. The results for Harmonic and Exponential weights was indicated as the worst even
in the case of Deterministic-Coordinated reduction.
7.2.3 Reduce-Max and symptom appearance
Moreover, an attempt to show that Reduce-max algorithm behaves well with symptoms’ ap-
pearance. The reason is that discovering symptoms can help to detect malicious behaviour of
cybercriminals in clouds earlier. The results indicate that the execution of Reduce-Max algo-
rithm is behaving well compared to the results of the two versions of Reduce-Max algorithm
for Random, Uniform and Arithmetic weights. However, there is a similarity to the results
presented previously for Harmonic and Exponential weights.
7.2.4 Hierarchical topology model
The work was expanded to examine the impact of hierarchical structure from the perspective
of cloud monitoring. The experiments were done to compare the results for different num-
bers of clusters, including one cluster that corresponds to previously considered homogeneous
systems, under the same number of FVMs. three distributions were used to model weights
of VMs: Uniform, Random and Poisson, and considered different ranges of highest range for
random selection of next VM according to the value of α .
From the simulations results, the use of hierarchical structure is recommended because
it is effective with all the considered distributions. In all cases, the results are better when the
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number of clusters is increasing, although, generally, the results for 8 clusters are similar to 16
clusters. In regards to the sets of weights, Uniform weights, followed by Poisson with µ = 8,
are more tractable than other weights, although the differences are not critical.
For the question of best choice of highest ranges to implement random reduction, we get
in general better results for smaller values of α , especially α = 1. Importantly, the trends in
performance depend primarily on the number of clusters in all the considered settings. This
confirms the importance of proper structuring of the cloud for the efficiency of the monitoring
process, in particular, for implementing light security and resiliency systems on top of the
cloud.
7.2.5 Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm
For Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm, there is an attempt to compare it with Reduce-Max
algorithm by its two versions in hierarchical systems. Overall, the results of Random-Start-
Round-Robin algorithm is usually better than the best results of Randomised-Local reduction.
However, deterministic version of Reduce-Max, as usual, give the best results that could be
called the optimal results.
7.2.6 Balancing Mobility algorithm for monitoring Virtual Machines
Three configurations of distribution of weights were considered, implemented and analysed
for Balancing Mobility algorithm.
Overall, the best results for Randomised-Local reduction occur in the case of Poisson
weights and Uniform set of weights. The results for Random weights are less efficient for
most cases of applying FVMs than the other two considered sets of weights.
7.3 Main Results and Findings
The main objective of this thesis was to propose new algorithms to achieve the target of effi-
cient discovering malicious behaviours’ symptoms. The findings about these algorithms are
listed as follows:
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• The comparison between the two versions of Reduce-Max is to meet the main objective
of which algorithms to choose to reach our goal of efficiently visiting VMs to discover
threat symptoms. Both variants have advantages: the deterministic version has the best
total-max results in all experiments and the randomised version requires little resources
and no coordination and its performance is not very far from Deterministic-Coordinated
results. The differences between the best results of Randomised-Local reduction and
Deterministic Coordinated reduction in most cases are small in both kinds of structures
homogeneous and hierarchical. The use of Randomised-Local variant with its great ben-
efits toward saving time in coordination and communication in homogeneous systems
depends on the use of data sets. For Uniform, Random and Arithmetic weights, the
differences are small. However, for other set of weights, it is worse.
• Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm gives usually better results than the best achieved
by the Randomised-Local reduction. However, the deterministic version of Reduce-
Max, as usual, gives the best results. The reason could be that FVMs in the case of
Random-Start-Round-Robin algorithm reduce all VMs weights in N rounds.
• If there is only one cluster in the system, both structures have same results. However,
there are differences between them and advantages of each. For instance, in the hierar-
chical model, the trends in performance depend primarily on the number of clusters in
all the considered settings.
• Cloud designers could choose the data setting that suits their systems according to the
number of FVMs and the way cloud system is modelled. However, generally as this
work shows, Uniform firstly then Poisson (8) weights guarantee the best performance
among all others data sets, but both Random weights were not that far from them.
Finally, Arithmetic weights were in the middle, whereas Harmonic and Exponential
weights gave the worst results.
• For the homogeneous system, the best results are for bigger ranges with Uniform, Ran-
dom and Arithmetic weights. However, the best total-max is for smaller ranges in the
case of Harmonic and Exponential weights.
• In general, for hierarchical systems, the best results are for ranges that have smaller
values of α .
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7.4 Future Work
In this section, there is a presentation of promising directions for future work. Potential future
directions can be itemised as follows.
• Algorithms
From this thesis, an interesting direction of future work could be about more investiga-
tions for the algorithms that are studied in this work or have more algorithms for the
optimal solution of the main issue.
• Comparison between the proposed algorithms and the Bamboo Garden paper
In the paper titled “Bamboo Garden Trimming Problem (Perpetual maintenance of ma-
chines with different attendance urgency factors)”[22], the authors proposed a solution
to a scheduling problem. They have an algorithm that is similar to Reduce-Max. How-
ever, their algorithm did not reduce the max value. Instead, it waits until values reach
some given thresholds and they reduce the fastest growing one.
This idea of waiting until reaching the thresholds could increase the total-max. The
second dough about this work is that their method of hitting the fastest growing does
not guarantee that FVMs visits all VMs in short time “rounds” which gives the best
total-max. This is the power of the proposed algorithms especially the deterministic
version of Reduce-Max algorithm that hits the max value in each round.
Finally, it can be said that a interesting direction is to have experiments for Bamboo
Garden paper and compare results of proposed algorithms with it and discuss them for
the best total-max.
• Data sets
Another direction could be in the area of data settings. More data configurations could
be suggested or more studies regarding the current ones.
• Cluster shifting
From the work of hierarchical structure in this thesis, it can be stated that FVMs are
distributed equally. For example, if the system has 16 FVMs and with 8 clusters, each
cluster will have 2 FVMs. The reason was to examine the efficiency of the hierarchical
model.
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A promising direction here is a dynamic environment for FVMs among clusters. The
meaning is that FVMs could move from a cluster to another cluster inside the gateway.
For instance, if one cluster is fine with a good total-max, someFVMs can move from
this cluster to another cluster that has issues with the total-max.
• Classification of symptoms
It has been known from this thesis that the studied algorithms are to detect malicious
behaviours’ symptoms. The work with symptoms could be another interesting future
extension of this research. An example of that is to do classification of symptoms ac-
cording to attacks. For instance, if an attack results in four symptoms, these four symp-
toms could be grouped into one class. Note that, different attack could result in the same
symptoms.
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Appendix A
Data Sets
This first appendix chapter includes all next tables that include the exact values obtained from
experiments and depicted graphically in figures throughout the whole thesis.
Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 present data that is used in Figures 5.1, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.3.
The columns present each data set. However, the first column present the number of VMs.
Tables A.4, A.5, A.6, A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12 and A.13 show data that is used
for the two versions of reduction. The columns in all tables present the highest ranges.
Finally, the rest of tables present data about symptoms appearance, hierarchal structure
and balancing Mobility Algorithm. The columns in all tables present the highest ranges. How-
ever, the columns in hierarchal structure tables present the clusters results. The red values in
all tables present the best result of the highest ranges for Randomised-Local Reduction.
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Table A.1: Reduce-Max All data Part 1
No. of VMs Arithmetic Uniform Harmonic Exponential Radom
5 1.3333 1.0000 1.3139 1.0323 1.2632
10 1.4182 1.0000 1.3657 1.0010 1.4651
15 1.4167 1.0000 1.5068 1.0000 1.2941
20 1.4286 1.0000 1.3898 1.0000 1.2308
25 1.4123 1.0000 1.3103 1.0000 1.1855
30 1.4194 1.0000 1.3141 1.0000 1.2895
35 1.4238 1.0000 1.3263 1.0000 1.2426
40 1.3951 1.0000 1.4023 1.0000 1.2000
45 1.3913 1.0000 1.3652 1.0000 1.2245
50 1.3867 1.0000 1.3336 1.0000 1.1462
55 1.3935 1.0000 1.3062 1.0000 1.1765
60 1.4098 1.0000 1.2821 1.0000 1.1985
65 1.3636 1.0000 1.2607 1.0000 1.1699
70 1.3907 1.0000 1.2415 1.0000 1.1483
75 1.3684 1.0000 1.2922 1.0000 1.2059
80 1.3741 1.0000 1.2755 1.0000 1.2070
85 1.3488 1.0000 1.2602 1.0000 1.1657
90 1.3407 1.0000 1.2461 1.0000 1.1735
95 1.3542 1.0000 1.2330 1.0000 1.2200
100 1.3515 1.0000 1.2209 1.0000 1.2202
105 1.3441 1.0000 1.2096 1.0000 1.1739
110 1.3392 1.0000 1.1990 1.0000 1.1265
115 1.3793 1.0000 1.1890 1.0000 1.1904
120 1.3388 1.0000 1.3038 1.0000 1.1587
125 1.3432 1.0000 1.2940 1.0000 1.2031
130 1.3332 1.0000 1.2847 1.0000 1.1475
135 1.3325 1.0000 1.2759 1.0000 1.1818
140 1.3617 1.0000 1.2676 1.0000 1.1856
145 1.3288 1.0000 1.2596 1.0000 1.1648
150 1.3642 1.0000 1.2520 1.0000 1.1724
155 1.3246 1.0000 1.2447 1.0000 1.1926
160 1.3242 1.0000 1.2377 1.0000 1.1602
165 1.3170 1.0000 1.2311 1.0000 1.2017
170 1.3216 1.0000 1.2246 1.0000 1.1813
175 1.3295 1.0000 1.2185 1.0000 1.1771
180 1.3260 1.0000 1.2126 1.0000 1.1871
185 1.3369 1.0000 1.2068 1.0000 1.1550
190 1.3227 1.0000 1.2013 1.0000 1.1597
195 1.3367 1.0000 1.1960 1.0000 1.1749
200 1.3134 1.0000 1.1909 1.0000 1.1813
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Table A.2: Reduce-Max All data Part 2
No. of VMs Arithmetic Uniform Harmonic Exponential Radom
205 1.3301 1.0000 1.1859 1.0000 1.1905
210 1.3270 1.0000 1.1811 1.0000 1.1779
215 1.3264 1.0000 1.2325 1.0000 1.1504
220 1.3176 1.0000 1.1719 1.0000 1.1635
225 1.3274 1.0000 1.3343 1.0000 1.1971
230 1.3160 1.0000 1.2187 1.0000 1.1552
235 1.3076 1.0000 1.1591 1.0000 1.1673
240 1.3195 1.0000 1.3201 1.0000 1.1670
245 1.3108 1.0000 1.2060 1.0000 1.1721
250 1.3157 1.0000 1.2021 1.0000 1.1642
255 1.3070 1.0000 1.1982 1.0000 1.1613
260 1.3104 1.0000 1.1944 1.0000 1.1802
265 1.3225 1.0000 1.2178 1.0000 1.1690
270 1.3127 1.0000 1.2950 1.0000 1.1702
275 1.3065 1.0000 1.1836 1.0000 1.1617
280 1.3238 1.0000 1.1802 1.0000 1.2027
285 1.3147 1.0000 1.1768 1.0000 1.1906
290 1.3127 1.0000 1.1736 1.0000 1.1653
295 1.3099 1.0000 1.2768 1.0000 1.1965
300 1.3148 1.0000 1.1672 1.0000 1.1870
305 1.3062 1.0000 1.1642 1.0000 1.1603
310 1.3055 1.0000 1.1612 1.0000 1.1779
315 1.3139 1.0000 1.1583 1.0000 1.1593
320 1.3048 1.0000 1.1554 1.0000 1.1706
325 1.3190 1.0000 1.1526 1.0000 1.1689
330 1.3081 1.0000 1.1759 1.0000 1.1934
335 1.3036 1.0000 1.1471 1.0000 1.1871
340 1.3150 1.0000 1.2485 1.0000 1.1774
345 1.3040 1.0000 1.2457 1.0000 1.1644
350 1.3048 1.0000 1.2429 1.0000 1.1768
355 1.3146 1.0000 1.1885 1.0000 1.1742
360 1.3019 1.0000 1.1601 1.0000 1.1728
365 1.3097 1.0000 1.2349 1.0000 1.1610
370 1.3315 1.0000 1.1399 1.0000 1.1653
375 1.3093 1.0000 1.2297 1.0000 1.1784
380 1.3123 1.0000 1.2272 1.0000 1.1753
385 1.3122 1.0000 1.2248 1.0000 1.1824
390 1.3110 1.0000 1.2224 1.0000 1.1803
395 1.3009 1.0000 1.2200 1.0000 1.1754
400 1.3017 1.0000 1.2177 1.0000 1.1754
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Table A.3: Reduce-Max All data Part 3
No. of VMs Arithmetic Uniform Harmonic Exponential Radom
405 1.3016 1.0000 1.2154 1.0000 1.1681
410 1.3187 1.0000 1.2131 1.0000 1.1693
415 1.3077 1.0000 1.2109 1.0000 1.1786
420 1.3159 1.0000 1.2087 1.0000 1.1625
425 1.3099 1.0000 1.2065 1.0000 1.1697
430 1.2960 1.0000 1.2044 1.0000 1.1982
435 1.3028 1.0000 1.2023 1.0000 1.1661
440 1.3164 1.0000 1.2003 1.0000 1.1707
445 1.3049 1.0000 1.1982 1.0000 1.1949
450 1.3065 1.0000 1.1962 1.0000 1.1606
455 1.3125 1.0000 1.1943 1.0000 1.1888
460 1.3115 1.0000 1.1923 1.0000 1.1653
465 1.2931 1.0000 1.1904 1.0000 1.1650
470 1.2964 1.0000 1.1885 1.0000 1.1873
475 1.2941 1.0000 1.1867 1.0000 1.1822
480 1.3015 1.0000 1.1848 1.0000 1.1921
485 1.3169 1.0000 1.1830 1.0000 1.1742
490 1.3035 1.0000 1.1812 1.0000 1.1725
495 1.3086 1.0000 1.1795 1.0000 1.1735
500 1.3253 1.0000 1.1777 1.0000 1.1801
505 1.3004 1.0000 1.1760 1.0000 1.1758
510 1.3114 1.0000 1.1743 1.0000 1.1807
515 1.3062 1.0000 1.1726 1.0000 1.1711
520 1.2821 1.0000 1.1710 1.0000 1.1624
525 1.2814 1.0000 1.1693 1.0000 1.1637
530 1.2858 1.0000 1.1677 1.0000 1.1642
535 1.2873 1.0000 1.1661 1.0000 1.1687
540 1.2754 1.0000 1.1645 1.0000 1.1647
545 1.3071 1.0000 1.1630 1.0000 1.1716
550 1.3176 1.0000 1.1614 1.0000 1.1673
555 1.3058 1.0000 1.1599 1.0000 1.1701
560 1.2941 1.0000 1.1584 1.0000 1.1807
565 1.3145 1.0000 1.1569 1.0000 1.1645
570 1.2925 1.0000 1.1554 1.0000 1.1660
575 1.2951 1.0000 1.2021 1.0000 1.1642
580 1.3195 1.0000 1.2006 1.0000 1.1593
585 1.2935 1.0000 1.1511 1.0000 1.1688
590 1.2883 1.0000 1.1497 1.0000 1.1684
595 1.3197 1.0000 1.1483 1.0000 1.1525
600 1.3178 1.0000 1.1470 1.0000 1.1586
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Table A.4: The two versions of reduction for Uniform weights Part 1
Highest det. 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 FVM 1.00 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02
2 FVMs 0.50 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.60 0.63 0.70
3 FVMs 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.50 0.60
4 FVMs 0.25 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.36 0.39 0.44 0.55
5 FVMs 0.20 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.40 0.53
6 FVMs 0.17 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.32 0.38 0.52
7 FVMs 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.37 0.51
8 FVMs 0.13 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.29 0.36 0.51
9 FVMs 0.11 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.28 0.35 0.50
10 FVMs 0.10 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.35 0.50
11 FVMs 0.09 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.27 0.34 0.50
12 FVMs 0.08 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.27 0.34 0.50
13 FVMs 0.08 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.26 0.34 0.50
14 FVMs 0.07 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.26 0.34 0.50
15 FVMs 0.07 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.26 0.34 0.50
16 FVMs 0.06 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.21 0.26 0.34 0.50
Table A.5: The two versions of reduction for Uniform weights Part 2
Highest 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 FVM 1.17 1.20 1.16 1.14 1.15 1.14 1.12 1.09
2 FVMs 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.58
3 FVMs 0.44 0.42 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41
4 FVMs 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33
5 FVMs 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27
6 FVMs 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24
7 FVMs 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.22
8 FVMs 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20
9 FVMs 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.19
10 FVMs 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17
11 FVMs 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17
12 FVMs 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.16
13 FVMs 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15
14 FVMs 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15
15 FVMs 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14
16 FVMs 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.14
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Table A.6: The two versions of reduction for Arithmetic weights Part 1
FVMs deter. 9 h 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
16 0.0688 0.1470 0.1554 0.1705 0.1994 0.218 0.2680 0.3468 0.5125
15 0.0741 0.1487 0.1575 0.1720 0.2012 0.2207 0.2681 0.3473 0.5121
14 0.0787 0.1527 0.1616 0.1765 0.2035 0.2223 0.2697 0.3468 0.5118
13 0.0858 0.1592 0.1677 0.1799 0.2056 0.2273 0.2726 0.3478 0.5133
12 0.0925 0.1666 0.1741 0.1841 0.2118 0.2299 0.2730 0.3491 0.5123
11 0.1014 0.1736 0.1797 0.1942 0.2066 0.2343 0.2775 0.3503 0.5132
10 0.1056 0.1818 0.1885 0.1992 0.2146 0.2438 0.2806 0.3534 0.5132
9 0.1173 0.1948 0.2008 0.2090 0.2232 0.2470 0.2864 0.3569 0.5138
8 0.1346 0.2077 0.2158 0.2221 0.2364 0.2592 0.2938 0.3625 0.5145
7 0.1588 0.2265 0.2383 0.2466 0.2532 0.2714 0.3050 0.3696 0.5175
6 0.1878 0.2514 0.2582 0.2622 0.2764 0.2928 0.3238 0.3834 0.5218
5 0.2127 0.2892 0.2937 0.2973 0.3063 0.3225 0.3496 0.4033 0.5328
4 0.2644 0.3499 0.3436 0.3464 0.3554 0.3673 0.3902 0.4389 0.5522
3 0.3457 0.4410 0.4421 0.4347 0.4420 0.4466 0.4628 0.5014 0.5966
2 0.5122 0.6209 0.6134 0.6175 0.6063 0.6036 0.6134 0.6359 0.7009
1 1.0122 1.1854 1.1637 1.131 1.1125 1.0889 1.069 1.0508 1.0368
Table A.7: The two versions of reduction for Arithmetic weights Part 2
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h
1 1.3263 1.2913 1.3494 1.2519 1.2395 1.1961 1.1883
2 0.6846 0.6676 0.6593 0.6769 0.6477 0.6379 0.6416
3 0.4855 0.4610 0.4535 0.4531 0.4412 0.4422 0.438
4 0.3575 0.3655 0.3511 0.3489 0.3459 0.3492 0.345
5 0.3098 0.3030 0.2884 0.2872 0.2858 0.2864 0.2914
6 0.2669 0.2531 0.2453 0.2543 0.2517 0.2475 0.2528
7 0.2247 0.2254 0.2278 0.2260 0.2203 0.2252 0.2251
8 0.2020 0.2054 0.2085 0.2035 0.2008 0.2023 0.2051
9 0.1817 0.1874 0.1846 0.1796 0.1864 0.1901 0.1948
10 0.1726 0.1688 0.1719 0.1686 0.1719 0.1750 0.1784
11 0.1586 0.1578 0.1579 0.1650 0.1609 0.1641 0.1678
12 0.1543 0.1470 0.1505 0.1535 0.1503 0.1553 0.1614
13 0.1387 0.1401 0.1408 0.1433 0.1433 0.1473 0.1570
14 0.1315 0.1334 0.1341 0.1342 0.1385 0.1414 0.1468
15 0.1285 0.1281 0.1321 0.1335 0.1336 0.1369 0.1418
16 0.1202 0.1275 0.1240 0.1302 0.1294 0.1353 0.1385
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Table A.8: The two versions of reduction for Random weights Part 1
FVMs deter. 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
16 0.0751 0.1720 0.1873 0.208549 0.245404 0.298759 0.392519 0.5859
15 0.0790 0.1745 0.1886 0.214286 0.245738 0.30062 0.394336 0.5936
14 0.0844 0.1780 0.1925 0.216651 0.25052 0.301662 0.39518 0.5902
13 0.0908 0.1846 0.1984 0.219553 0.250389 0.304624 0.395378 0.5923
12 0.0983 0.1941 0.2045 0.225447 0.254828 0.308273 0.394836 0.5917
11 0.1073 0.198 0.2115 0.231472 0.262319 0.311653 0.397041 0.5943
10 0.1182 0.2090 0.2197 0.238538 0.267761 0.315763 0.402256 0.5888
9 0.1309 0.2188 0.2315 0.249749 0.274949 0.322552 0.409834 0.5886
8 0.1472 0.2323 0.2433 0.264877 0.288749 0.331431 0.41237 0.593
7 0.1675 0.2520 0.2637 0.279221 0.301588 0.344643 0.419825 0.5942
6 0.1959 0.2802 0.2931 0.306195 0.325791 0.366552 0.435088 0.6007
5 0.2352 0.3165 0.3242 0.338292 0.358026 0.391685 0.457635 0.6131
4 0.292 0.3713 0.3800 0.388889 0.409189 0.440379 0.493246 0.6344
3 0.390 0.4656 0.4807 0.48444 0.49453 0.532998 0.573009 0.6816
2 0.5860 0.6806 0.6681 0.669104 0.667969 0.685934 0.714836 0.7990
1 1.1689 1.2543 1.2352 1.23285 1.217487 1.210358 1.191802 1.1873
Table A.9: The two versions of reduction for Random weights Part 2
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
16 0.1313 0.128792 0.12799 0.1343 0.136686 0.142514 0.1521 0.1588
15 0.1290 0.131767 0.1322 0.139 0.141829 0.150012 0.154 0.164
14 0.1335 0.137367 0.1397 0.144446 0.1474 0.155494 0.1610 0.167
13 0.1453 0.143913 0.14977 0.1527 0.152025 0.159318 0.1669 0.1736
12 0.1516 0.152428 0.1554 0.1558 0.16106 0.168743 0.1721 0.1806
11 0.1617 0.160055 0.165 0.1684 0.173472 0.173914 0.1791 0.1898
10 0.1793 0.173794 0.1769 0.1810 0.181041 0.188008 0.1889 0.1962
9 0.1860 0.188447 0.188306 0.191 0.197143 0.200598 0.2027 0.2092
8 0.2067 0.208753 0.211465 0.2033 0.210884 0.214022 0.2180 0.2244
7 0.2264 0.228843 0.228862 0.2279 0.232416 0.232473 0.2415 0.2410
6 0.2627 0.263564 0.258376 0.2620 0.26214 0.261 0.2644 0.2699
5 0.3093 0.301448 0.301535 0.3058 0.302076 0.297564 0.3066 0.3151
4 0.3655 0.374883 0.368171 0.3644 0.360394 0.364106 0.371 0.3672
3 0.4831 0.487931 0.467745 0.4710 0.4692 0.4716 0.4655 0.4762
2 0.7101 0.695808 0.6914 0.6892 0.674024 0.661654 0.6809 0.6659
1 1.3242 1.346185 1.380648 1.3528 1.2852 1.274259 1.2673 1.2608
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Table A.10: The two versions of reduction for Harmonic weights Part 1
FVMs deter. 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
16 0.1332 0.9233 0.7901 0.7901 0.6836 0.5327 0.5327 0.6659
15 0.1332 0.9855 0.7901 0.8700 0.6570 0.6659 0.5416 0.6659
14 0.1332 1.0654 1.0565 0.8168 0.7280 0.6303 0.6659 0.6659
13 0.1332 1.0387 0.9588 0.9499 0.7458 0.6481 0.6570 0.6659
12 0.1332 1.1808 1.0476 0.9322 0.9056 0.6659 0.6659 0.6659
11 0.1332 1.2784 1.1897 0.9855 0.9943 0.6747 0.6570 0.6659
10 0.1332 1.3051 1.3317 1.1098 0.9233 0.9144 0.7635 0.6659
9 0.1332 1.5980 1.3850 1.2696 1.0476 0.8345 0.7990 0.6659
8 0.1332 1.6957 1.5714 1.1808 1.0476 1.0121 0.8434 0.7458
7 0.2663 1.9532 1.8555 1.4205 1.3850 1.1630 0.9144 0.7901
6 0.2663 2.4947 1.6957 1.6069 1.3850 1.2252 0.9499 0.8345
5 0.2663 2.4858 2.4237 2.1041 1.5803 1.4294 1.2784 0.9233
4 0.3995 3.2849 3.2760 2.4858 2.1396 1.7312 1.3051 1.0476
3 0.3995 3.8975 3.7021 3.6045 2.4503 2.4681 1.8289 1.4471
2 0.6659 5.6464 5.0871 4.1727 3.4979 3.1872 2.7078 1.6957
1 1.1985 11.4349 11.1863 9.1710 6.8183 6.1436 5.0605 2.9919
Table A.11: The two versions of reduction for Harmonic weights Part 2
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
16 1.7401 1.8200 1.5714 1.3228 1.3228 1.1985 1.4116 0.9322
15 1.7135 1.8289 1.4826 1.7667 1.3317 1.3317 1.1808 1.0121
14 1.8910 1.7578 1.8821 1.5803 1.5714 1.4116 1.1985 1.0210
13 1.8999 2.2728 1.9088 1.6868 1.4738 1.5714 1.2962 1.1186
12 2.1485 1.9443 1.8999 1.7934 1.6602 1.5714 1.4649 1.4649
11 2.5036 2.3971 2.1130 1.8644 1.8466 1.8555 1.4560 1.4560
10 2.9297 2.4592 2.5302 2.1662 1.8733 2.0508 1.8289 1.5004
9 3.0452 3.0185 2.4148 2.3527 1.9887 1.9620 1.8378 1.7046
8 3.6400 3.1162 2.8498 2.3438 2.4592 2.3793 1.9798 1.7578
7 3.4624 3.7288 3.2937 3.0097 2.7344 2.7078 2.0952 2.1307
6 3.8442 4.0040 3.4003 3.4713 3.3204 2.9475 2.6101 2.3172
5 5.2380 4.1904 4.5722 4.1904 3.5068 3.4802 3.4003 2.9741
4 5.8329 5.5665 5.0516 4.8208 4.6965 4.1283 3.8087 3.3914
3 7.6884 7.4575 7.2711 5.9660 5.5221 5.9927 4.7320 4.9628
2 12.0741 10.1476 10.9200 9.5883 8.6561 9.1710 6.9781 6.5431
1 20.3751 22.4081 19.4784 15.2613 19.5938 13.1128 14.9950 13.0507
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Table A.12: The two versions of reduction for Exponential weights Part 1
FVMs deter. 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
16 0.5 3.466667 3 2.6 1.966667 1.933333 1.466667 0.966667
15 0.5 3.5 2.733333 2.5 1.966667 1.9 1.466667 1
14 0.5 3.933333 3.5 2.5 2 1.966667 1.466667 1
13 0.5 3.933333 3 2.866667 2.433333 1.866667 1.5 1
12 0.5 3.866667 3.466667 3.5 2.5 2.1333 1.7 1
11 0.5 4.033333 4 3.233333 2.933333 2.4 1.9666 1.1
10 0.5 5 5.133333 3.866667 2.966667 2.3667 1.8 1.1666
9 0.5 6.133333 4.633333 4.433333 3.433333 2.5667 2 1.9
8 0.5 6.466667 5 4.633333 3.933333 2.9333 2.4 1.5
7 0.5 7 7.333333 4.9 4.2 3.3 2.9333 1.8666
6 0.5 8.566667 7.466667 5.5 4.566667 4.1666 2.8666 1.8666
5 0.5 9.1 8.5 7.2 6.633333 5.1333 3.4 2.0666
4 0.5 10.83333 10.43333 9.333333 7.266667 5.7333 4.3333 2.5
3 0.5 15.26667 13.6 11.56667 10.4 7.6 5.4 3.7333
2 0.5 24.5 18.4 17.03333 15.16667 12.6 7.6666 5.3
1 1 45.13333 34.03333 29.73333 27.93333 24.5 14.433 8.5
Table A.13: The two versions of reduction for Exponential weights Part 2
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
16 5.5000 5.5667 5.5333 4.9333 5.0667 4.5667 4.0000 3.4667
15 6.7333 5.8667 5.9000 5.1667 5.0000 5.3000 5.0000 3.8667
14 7.7667 6.5000 6.5667 6.8667 5.7000 4.9333 4.3000 4.0000
13 8.0000 7.2667 7.6667 6.9667 6.3667 5.3667 5.2667 4.5000
12 8.3333 8.3333 7.0667 7.7000 5.5333 7.0000 5.6333 4.2667
11 8.8333 8.4333 8.1667 6.8000 6.4667 6.7333 5.2333 4.9333
10 9.9667 9.1667 8.1000 7.5667 7.6667 6.4667 5.8000 6.4333
9 11.3333 10.8000 10.5000 10.5000 7.7000 7.8000 6.5000 5.2333
8 11.2000 10.8667 10.0000 10.3667 8.8333 9.5000 8.6333 6.7000
7 13.1667 15.0000 12.0000 10.8333 9.1667 10.4333 8.2333 7.3667
6 14.4333 14.9333 14.4000 12.0000 13.3000 10.6333 12.3333 9.3667
5 17.9667 19.6667 15.2000 14.3333 14.0000 13.4667 12.0000 10.3667
4 23.0667 21.2000 19.2667 19.4333 15.8333 17.0667 16.2000 12.2333
3 29.2333 29.5000 25.0667 22.4333 20.0333 22.5333 19.1333 18.1667
2 41.3000 37.8000 42.3000 34.3000 32.2333 31.6667 26.6000 23.3333
1 73.0667 84.5333 72.5667 65.2000 52.9333 59.0000 62.0000 48.0667
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Table A.14: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Uniform Part 1
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 0.1573 0.1521 0.1500 0.1516 0.1487 0.1499 0.1487 0.1450
2 0.0801 0.0809 0.0784 0.0775 0.0785 0.0775 0.0767 0.0766
3 0.0565 0.0548 0.0546 0.0544 0.0540 0.0548 0.0541 0.0542
4 0.0426 0.0418 0.0424 0.0421 0.0423 0.0423 0.0428 0.0428
5 0.0350 0.0353 0.0352 0.0352 0.0355 0.0355 0.0357 0.0361
6 0.0313 0.0310 0.0304 0.0301 0.0310 0.0307 0.0312 0.0316
7 0.0272 0.0264 0.0268 0.0268 0.0269 0.0273 0.0279 0.0288
8 0.0240 0.0239 0.0243 0.0251 0.0250 0.0251 0.0259 0.0263
9 0.0219 0.0217 0.0223 0.0224 0.0230 0.0231 0.0236 0.0245
10 0.0204 0.0204 0.0206 0.0208 0.0211 0.0215 0.0223 0.0231
11 0.0188 0.0191 0.0193 0.0196 0.0204 0.0203 0.0210 0.0219
12 0.0177 0.0184 0.0181 0.0185 0.0189 0.0194 0.0202 0.0208
13 0.0168 0.0169 0.0172 0.0174 0.0180 0.0188 0.0192 0.0203
14 0.0160 0.0163 0.0165 0.0168 0.0172 0.0180 0.0187 0.0197
15 0.0152 0.0158 0.0158 0.0163 0.0168 0.0171 0.0181 0.0189
16 0.0147 0.0150 0.0151 0.0156 0.0160 0.0168 0.0176 0.0185
Table A.15: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Uniform Part 2
FVMs 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 0.1432 0.1422 0.1410 0.1391 0.1380 0.1362 0.1354
2 0.0765 0.0763 0.0775 0.0781 0.0802 0.0837 0.0927
3 0.0545 0.0549 0.0560 0.0579 0.0606 0.0656 0.0788
4 0.0435 0.0444 0.0456 0.0480 0.0510 0.0581 0.0732
5 0.0367 0.0380 0.0395 0.0419 0.0460 0.0534 0.0702
6 0.0326 0.0338 0.0354 0.0382 0.0423 0.0503 0.0688
7 0.0296 0.0306 0.0326 0.0354 0.0401 0.0486 0.0678
8 0.0272 0.0287 0.0305 0.0335 0.0383 0.0474 0.0676
9 0.0255 0.0271 0.0292 0.0322 0.0372 0.0465 0.0673
10 0.0242 0.0256 0.0281 0.0311 0.0365 0.0461 0.0671
11 0.0231 0.0249 0.0270 0.0303 0.0359 0.0456 0.0671
12 0.0223 0.0238 0.0261 0.0298 0.0354 0.0454 0.0669
13 0.0216 0.0232 0.0257 0.0292 0.0350 0.0452 0.0668
14 0.0208 0.0227 0.0249 0.0287 0.0346 0.0451 0.0668
15 0.0203 0.0223 0.0247 0.0285 0.0344 0.0449 0.0668
16 0.0198 0.0217 0.0242 0.0284 0.0342 0.0449 0.0668
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Table A.16: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Random Part 1
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 0.1783 0.1714 0.1791 0.1715 0.1708 0.1644 0.1665 0.1655
2 0.0900 0.0966 0.0906 0.0892 0.0922 0.0875 0.0862 0.0878
3 0.0608 0.0635 0.0610 0.0605 0.0604 0.0612 0.0608 0.0607
4 0.0468 0.0489 0.0471 0.0468 0.0474 0.0467 0.0479 0.0491
5 0.0416 0.0389 0.0396 0.0399 0.0400 0.0392 0.0403 0.0416
6 0.0345 0.0339 0.0344 0.0339 0.0338 0.0344 0.0366 0.0365
7 0.0294 0.0297 0.0303 0.0316 0.0296 0.0312 0.0312 0.0324
8 0.0272 0.0271 0.0267 0.0271 0.0282 0.0275 0.0283 0.0293
9 0.0244 0.0252 0.0248 0.0251 0.0253 0.0261 0.0267 0.0275
10 0.0225 0.0229 0.0228 0.0231 0.0232 0.0238 0.0248 0.0259
11 0.0213 0.0208 0.0210 0.0216 0.0224 0.0228 0.0236 0.0246
12 0.0195 0.0197 0.0202 0.0203 0.0212 0.0216 0.0224 0.0237
13 0.0189 0.0195 0.0188 0.0195 0.0203 0.0207 0.0217 0.0229
14 0.0179 0.0181 0.0186 0.0190 0.0197 0.0199 0.0209 0.0219
15 0.0169 0.0171 0.0184 0.0181 0.0189 0.0194 0.0204 0.0217
16 0.0162 0.0166 0.0168 0.0175 0.0179 0.0187 0.0196 0.0210
Table A.17: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Random Part 2
FVMs 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 0.1671 0.1662 0.1590 0.1590 0.1596 0.1596 0.1569
2 0.0856 0.0870 0.0888 0.0909 0.0907 0.0934 0.1031
3 0.0599 0.0622 0.0641 0.0662 0.0681 0.0758 0.0888
4 0.0494 0.0498 0.0515 0.0542 0.0577 0.0652 0.0834
5 0.0416 0.0429 0.0450 0.0475 0.0518 0.0598 0.0804
6 0.0357 0.0374 0.0396 0.0425 0.0485 0.0574 0.0794
7 0.0334 0.0351 0.0371 0.0397 0.0454 0.0555 0.0784
8 0.0303 0.0323 0.0340 0.0382 0.0430 0.0546 0.0783
9 0.0297 0.0302 0.0324 0.0363 0.0425 0.0533 0.0786
10 0.0269 0.0292 0.0316 0.0355 0.0415 0.0529 0.0774
11 0.0260 0.0277 0.0302 0.0347 0.0412 0.0528 0.0786
12 0.0254 0.0268 0.0296 0.0337 0.0404 0.0532 0.0774
13 0.0241 0.0258 0.0289 0.0336 0.0401 0.0524 0.0778
14 0.0235 0.0256 0.0288 0.0329 0.0395 0.0523 0.0781
15 0.0231 0.0250 0.0278 0.0322 0.0395 0.0532 0.0781
16 0.0223 0.0249 0.0278 0.0325 0.0396 0.0527 0.0783
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Table A.18: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Arithmetic Part 1
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 0.1698 0.1678 0.1652 0.1622 0.1719 0.1642 0.1562 0.1615
2 0.0872 0.0858 0.0911 0.0857 0.0849 0.0835 0.0827 0.0810
3 0.0592 0.0593 0.0588 0.0595 0.0592 0.0593 0.0574 0.0601
4 0.0481 0.0459 0.0460 0.0456 0.0456 0.0448 0.0454 0.0457
5 0.0384 0.0385 0.0378 0.0381 0.0381 0.0382 0.0379 0.0377
6 0.0322 0.0326 0.0322 0.0327 0.0328 0.0332 0.0328 0.0334
7 0.0286 0.0291 0.0294 0.0290 0.0292 0.0294 0.0291 0.0295
8 0.0261 0.0271 0.0256 0.0264 0.0263 0.0262 0.0273 0.0273
9 0.0235 0.0239 0.0236 0.0239 0.0238 0.0245 0.0248 0.0256
10 0.0224 0.0224 0.0220 0.0226 0.0223 0.0225 0.0231 0.0241
11 0.0206 0.0201 0.0213 0.0209 0.0211 0.0214 0.0221 0.0225
12 0.0191 0.0192 0.0195 0.0195 0.0209 0.0203 0.0210 0.0222
13 0.0180 0.0187 0.0185 0.0194 0.0201 0.0196 0.0203 0.0208
14 0.0177 0.0174 0.0177 0.0185 0.0182 0.0188 0.0193 0.0204
15 0.0166 0.0162 0.0170 0.0182 0.0178 0.0180 0.0186 0.0198
16 0.0157 0.0158 0.0164 0.0166 0.0169 0.0176 0.0182 0.0192
Table A.19: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Arithmetic Part 2
FVMs 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 0.1511 0.1471 0.1445 0.1440 0.1421 0.1393 0.1370
2 0.0796 0.0808 0.0798 0.0804 0.0811 0.0845 0.0932
3 0.0572 0.0577 0.0575 0.0587 0.0616 0.0668 0.0790
4 0.0449 0.0457 0.0467 0.0487 0.0518 0.0580 0.0734
5 0.0390 0.0392 0.0403 0.0426 0.0465 0.0535 0.0707
6 0.0335 0.0350 0.0367 0.0386 0.0427 0.0507 0.0691
7 0.0304 0.0314 0.0332 0.0359 0.0409 0.0489 0.0687
8 0.0287 0.0294 0.0310 0.0340 0.0392 0.0483 0.0684
9 0.0267 0.0280 0.0300 0.0332 0.0382 0.0473 0.0681
10 0.0252 0.0265 0.0284 0.0315 0.0372 0.0469 0.0682
11 0.0235 0.0251 0.0274 0.0308 0.0367 0.0465 0.0682
12 0.0227 0.0244 0.0271 0.0300 0.0363 0.0463 0.0682
13 0.0221 0.0238 0.0269 0.0300 0.0358 0.0462 0.0681
14 0.0214 0.0233 0.0262 0.0294 0.0357 0.0461 0.0681
15 0.0213 0.0230 0.0263 0.0294 0.0359 0.0462 0.0681
16 0.0203 0.0228 0.0262 0.0293 0.0355 0.0460 0.0683
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Table A.20: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Harmonic Part 1
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 3.2405 1.7934 2.5924 1.8644 1.9709 2.0952 1.7046 1.4294
2 1.2074 1.1009 1.1009 1.0476 1.0565 1.1719 0.9233 0.7014
3 0.8434 0.9588 0.7901 0.8168 0.7014 0.5771 0.5238 0.5504
4 0.7458 0.7102 0.5149 0.5593 0.5149 0.4705 0.4794 0.4972
5 0.5682 0.5504 0.4972 0.4173 0.4350 0.4084 0.3285 0.2930
6 0.4705 0.4439 0.4528 0.3818 0.5149 0.3019 0.3729 0.3906
7 0.4972 0.4261 0.3196 0.3551 0.3906 0.2752 0.2841 0.2486
8 0.3729 0.3551 0.3818 0.2841 0.2575 0.2841 0.2397 0.2308
9 0.3107 0.3551 0.3019 0.4439 0.2308 0.3019 0.2131 0.1864
10 0.3374 0.3196 0.2663 0.2308 0.2308 0.2308 0.2131 0.2131
11 0.2841 0.2486 0.2841 0.2131 0.2220 0.1953 0.1776 0.1776
12 0.2841 0.2220 0.2486 0.1953 0.1953 0.1598 0.1598 0.1598
13 0.2486 0.2486 0.2308 0.2308 0.1953 0.1687 0.1598 0.1598
14 0.2220 0.2486 0.2131 0.1953 0.1598 0.1687 0.1509 0.1332
15 0.2308 0.1953 0.1776 0.1687 0.1598 0.1598 0.1332 0.1243
16 0.2397 0.1687 0.1687 0.1598 0.1420 0.1243 0.1243 0.1065
Table A.21: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Harmonic Part 2
FVMs 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 1.1985 1.0387 1.0032 0.8878 0.7014 0.5416 0.4439
2 0.7014 0.6392 0.5327 0.5682 0.3551 0.3019 0.1953
3 0.4617 0.4350 0.4084 0.2841 0.2841 0.2486 0.1598
4 0.3374 0.3107 0.3196 0.2663 0.2131 0.1687 0.1243
5 0.3285 0.2575 0.2220 0.1776 0.1687 0.1243 0.1243
6 0.2841 0.2308 0.2663 0.1509 0.1332 0.1154 0.1065
7 0.2308 0.2663 0.1776 0.1776 0.1332 0.1065 0.1065
8 0.2131 0.1776 0.1509 0.1509 0.1065 0.0888 0.0888
9 0.1776 0.1687 0.1598 0.1243 0.1065 0.1065 0.0888
10 0.1776 0.1420 0.1420 0.1154 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
11 0.1420 0.1332 0.1598 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
12 0.1953 0.1243 0.1154 0.0888 0.0888 0.0710 0.0888
13 0.1598 0.1332 0.1065 0.0799 0.0888 0.0888 0.0888
14 0.1243 0.1243 0.0977 0.0888 0.0888 0.0710 0.0888
15 0.1154 0.1065 0.0888 0.0888 0.0710 0.0710 0.0888
16 0.1065 0.1065 0.0888 0.0888 0.0710 0.0710 0.0888
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Table A.22: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Exponential Part 1
FVMs 16 h 15 h 14 h 13 h 12 h 11 h 10 h 9 h
1 8.8333 7.9333 7.4667 7.2000 6.0000 6.5667 6.5333 5.0000
2 4.5667 4.3333 4.8667 3.9333 3.5000 3.9333 2.9667 3.0000
3 3.1333 3.1333 2.9333 2.6000 2.5333 2.1667 2.4000 2.1667
4 2.6667 2.3667 2.7333 2.4000 1.8000 1.7667 1.6667 1.4000
5 2.0667 2.2667 1.6000 1.6667 1.7333 1.5333 1.2667 1.3333
6 1.9667 1.8333 1.8333 1.3333 1.4667 1.4667 1.0333 1.1333
7 1.4000 1.3667 1.5667 1.2500 1.4000 1.1000 1.0000 0.8667
8 1.4667 1.3333 1.4000 1.2000 1.1000 1.0000 0.7667 0.7333
9 1.2667 1.0667 1.0000 1.0667 0.8667 0.8667 0.8667 0.7000
10 1.2333 1.3333 1.0667 1.0000 0.8667 0.8000 0.8000 0.7000
11 1.0000 1.0667 0.8667 0.8667 0.8000 0.8000 0.7333 0.5667
12 1.0000 0.9000 1.0000 0.7333 0.6333 0.8000 0.6333 0.6667
13 0.9333 0.9333 0.7333 0.8667 0.7333 0.5667 0.5667 0.6333
14 1.1333 0.7333 0.8000 0.6333 0.7333 0.5333 0.5667 0.4667
15 0.8000 0.8000 0.7000 0.6667 0.6000 0.5333 0.5000 0.4333
16 0.6667 0.7000 0.7333 0.5333 0.4667 0.4667 0.4667 0.4667
Table A.23: Reduce-Max and symptoms appearance for Exponential Part 2
FVMs 8 h 7 h 6 h 5 h 4 h 3 h 2 h
1 5.4000 3.8000 3.7333 2.8667 2.3333 1.5333 1.0000
2 2.4000 2.7333 1.8000 1.3667 1.2000 0.8333 0.5333
3 1.9667 1.7667 1.2333 1.0667 0.9333 0.7333 0.4000
4 1.4667 1.3333 1.0000 0.8000 0.7333 0.5333 0.3000
5 1.0000 0.9333 0.7667 0.7333 0.6000 0.4000 0.2667
6 0.9333 0.7333 0.7333 0.5667 0.5333 0.3333 0.2667
7 0.8000 0.7000 0.6667 0.5000 0.4000 0.3000 0.2000
8 0.7667 0.6333 0.6000 0.4667 0.4000 0.3333 0.2000
9 0.6000 0.5333 0.4667 0.4000 0.3333 0.2333 0.1667
10 0.7333 0.5333 0.5000 0.3333 0.3000 0.2667 0.1667
11 0.5667 0.5667 0.4000 0.3000 0.3000 0.2000 0.1333
12 0.5667 0.4667 0.4000 0.3333 0.2667 0.2333 0.1333
13 0.5333 0.4333 0.3667 0.3000 0.2667 0.2000 0.1333
14 0.4000 0.4000 0.3333 0.2667 0.2667 0.2000 0.1333
15 0.4667 0.3333 0.2667 0.2667 0.2000 0.2000 0.1333
16 0.4000 0.3333 0.2667 0.2667 0.2000 0.1333 0.1333
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Table A.24: Total-max of Uniform weights for different numbers of clusters
1 Cluster 2 Clusters 4 Clusters 8 Clusters 16 Clusters
determ. 0.062439 0.062439 0.062439 0.062439 0.062439
α=1 0.678556 0.351941 0.188976 0.133268 0.138498
α=1.2 0.701415 0.368156 0.197561 0.133863 0.138156
α=1.4 0.721873 0.375073 0.204839 0.135951 0.138
α=1.6 0.740039 0.387278 0.212507 0.135941 0.137922
α=1.8 0.757112 0.393805 0.212146 0.135941 0.138273
α=2 0.777054 0.404566 0.218488 0.141102 0.132488
α=2.2 0.789629 0.414049 0.225327 0.141044 0.132956
α=2.4 0.801844 0.418507 0.230868 0.147239 0.132673
α=2.6 0.812849 0.427649 0.235737 0.146839 0.132478
α=2.8 0.827893 0.434488 0.240566 0.153073 0.1376
α=3 0.836927 0.439112 0.241346 0.152956 0.137493
Table A.25: Total-max for Poisson (2) for different numbers of clusters
1 Cluster 2 Clusters 4 Clusters 8 Clusters 16 Clusters
determ. 0.078026 0.079164 0.081564 0.084107 0.088422
α=1 0.799743 0.414708 0.225685 0.174646 0.192779
α=1.2 0.826375 0.434799 0.237255 0.175315 0.192329
α=1.4 0.852324 0.441241 0.250305 0.189951 0.193236
α=1.6 0.872678 0.456965 0.259481 0.189101 0.192411
α=1.8 0.890198 0.463414 0.259412 0.188392 0.193091
α=2 0.912695 0.476663 0.271609 0.205379 0.210437
α=2.2 0.931868 0.488025 0.281871 0.208598 0.214584
α=2.4 0.946664 0.495657 0.291145 0.222825 0.21157
α=2.6 0.959218 0.506113 0.300741 0.226575 0.211962
α=2.8 0.975769 0.513426 0.30827 0.241572 0.239899
α=3 0.98526 0.519815 0.310706 0.242131 0.241959
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Table A.26: Total-max for Poisson (8) for different numbers of clusters
1 Cluster 2 Clusters 4 Clusters 8 Clusters 16 Clusters
determ. 0.073852 0.074897 0.076048 0.077227 0.078418
α=1 0.757381 0.390918 0.205601 0.148066 0.155819
α=1.2 0.783175 0.407603 0.215252 0.14862 0.154896
α=1.4 0.806835 0.414648 0.223208 0.153651 0.15593
α=1.6 0.826209 0.429904 0.230531 0.153902 0.155714
α=1.8 0.844807 0.435013 0.23056 0.153549 0.155734
α=2 0.867796 0.446775 0.237542 0.164105 0.163973
α=2.2 0.881444 0.455628 0.246068 0.163128 0.160977
α=2.4 0.894289 0.461232 0.251749 0.172773 0.161925
α=2.6 0.906939 0.469396 0.259062 0.171789 0.158693
α=2.8 0.922057 0.476249 0.264842 0.183248 0.17435
α=3 0.932965 0.483064 0.264173 0.183426 0.173306
Table A.27: Total-max for Random (2) for different numbers of clusters
1 Cluster 2 Clusters 4 Clusters 8 Clusters 16 Clusters
determ. 0.078967 0.080057 0.079687 0.080069 0.081219
α=1 0.816897 0.419744 0.218132 0.146863 0.151502
α=1.2 0.844087 0.436563 0.225402 0.147138 0.152663
α=1.4 0.868734 0.44326 0.233771 0.150376 0.151989
α=1.6 0.890405 0.458628 0.240981 0.151071 0.151963
α=1.8 0.906506 0.465589 0.241667 0.150675 0.151614
α=2 0.933613 0.476948 0.247869 0.157704 0.153606
α=2.2 0.948883 0.487896 0.25198 0.157931 0.153867
α=2.4 0.963471 0.493544 0.258333 0.166035 0.153897
α=2.6 0.97775 0.502446 0.262364 0.164939 0.154471
α=2.8 0.992884 0.512556 0.26903 0.174976 0.164637
α=3 1.002645 0.515227 0.267988 0.176874 0.165084
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Table A.28: Total-max for Random (8) for different numbers of clusters
1 Cluster 2 Clusters 4 Clusters 8 Clusters 16 Clusters
determ. 0.074657 0.075363 0.077586 0.079219 0.083438
α=1 0.755542 0.393123 0.208919 0.151026 0.160605
α=1.2 0.780464 0.40981 0.218265 0.151024 0.16104
α=1.4 0.80314 0.417302 0.227437 0.157294 0.161122
α=1.6 0.82379 0.431001 0.235308 0.157254 0.161176
α=1.8 0.840548 0.437356 0.234659 0.157788 0.161439
α=2 0.862938 0.449886 0.241388 0.165739 0.165757
α=2.2 0.877122 0.461077 0.249491 0.166559 0.165078
α=2.4 0.890487 0.464793 0.256607 0.178962 0.164789
α=2.6 0.907131 0.475585 0.263437 0.176228 0.164787
α=2.8 0.919962 0.482504 0.270859 0.187634 0.179648
α=3 0.931583 0.487383 0.270514 0.186337 0.178445
Table A.29: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Uniform Part 1
FVM 2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h
16 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
15 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
13 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
12 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
11 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
9 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
8 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
7 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
5 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
4 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
3 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
2 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
1 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
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Table A.30: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Uniform Part 2
FVM 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
16 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
15 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
13 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
12 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
11 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
9 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
8 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
7 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
5 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
4 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
3 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06
2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16
Table A.31: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Random Part 1
2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h
16 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
15 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
14 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
13 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
12 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
11 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
10 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
9 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
8 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
7 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
5 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
4 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
3 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
2 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
1 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17
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Table A.32: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Random Part 2
10 h 11 h 12 h 13 h 14 h 15 h 16 h
16 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
15 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
13 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
12 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
11 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
10 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
9 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02
8 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
7 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
5 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
4 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
3 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07
2 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
1 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
Table A.33: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Poisson Part 1
2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h
16 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
15 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
13 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
12 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
11 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
9 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
8 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
7 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
5 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
4 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
3 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
2 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
1 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15
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Table A.34: Balcancing Mobility Algorithm for Poisson Part 2
10 h 11 h 12 h 13 h 14 h 15 h 16 h
16 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
15 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
13 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
12 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
11 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
10 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
9 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
8 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
7 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
6 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
5 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04
4 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
3 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06
2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16
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Awards and Certificates
Awards and some certificates during the time of the PhD are attached in this chapter.
B.1 Best paper award
At 2015 IEEE International Conference in Cloud Computing (ICCC 2015) hosted in PNU, My
paper "How reduce max algorithm behaves with symptoms appearance on virtual machines in
clouds", was presented in April 2015 and won the best paper in the conference.
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B.2 Best presenter
I have been awarded as the best presenter in Cloud computing and security session of SSC8
conference in London.
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B.3 Distinguished student
I have been awarded as a distinguished student from his highness prince Mohamed Bin Nawaf
the ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the UK.
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B.4 Participation at conferences
I have participated in 6 conference as follows:
B.4.1 SSC8
My paper "Discovering malicious behaviour symptoms in cloud systems" is presented in Jan-
uary 2015 in SSC8 and published in Proceedings of the Conference in the UK (2016), World
Scientific in Imperial college press.
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B.4.2 ICCC15
My paper "How reduce max algorithm behaves with symptoms appearance on virtual ma-
chines in clouds", was presented in April 2015 in ICCC 2015.
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B.4.3 Dasc 2015
My paper "Efficient Discovery of Malicious Symptoms in Clouds via Monitoring Virtual Ma-
chines", was presented in October 2015 at Dasc 2015.
 The 15th IEEE International Conference on Computer and Information Technology (CIT-2015) 
The 14th IEEE International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing and Communications (IUCC-2015) 
The 13th IEEE International Conference on Dependable, Autonomic and Secure Computing (DASC-2015)  
The 13th IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Intelligence and Computing (PICOM-2015) 
   Liverpool, UK, 26-28 October 2015 
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This is to certify that Sultan Alshamrani has attended the IEEE CIT-2015/IUCC-
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Paper Title: Efficient Discovery of Malicious Symptoms in Clouds via 
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Dr. Jia Hu 
 
 
CIT-2015/IUCC-2015/DASC-2015/PICOM-2015 
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College of Engineering, Mathematics and Physical Sciences 
University of Exeter 
Exeter 
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Tel:  +44 1392 723628 
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B.4.4 SSC9
I have participated in SSC9 by a poster in February 2016.
Certificate of Participation 
Awarded to 
Sultan Saad M Alshamrani 
acknowledging the valuable participation in the 9th Saudi Students’ Conference  
 
The ICC, Birmingham, 13 - 14 Feb 2016  
Faisal M. Almohanna Abaalkhail 
 
Saudi Arabian Cultural Attaché in the UK  
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B.4.5 CLOUDTECH 2016
My paper "The Impact of Hierarchical Structure on Efficiency of Cloud Monitoring" was
presented in May 2016 at CLOUDTECH 2016.
B.4.6 ECCWS-16
I have participated in ECCWS-16 by two papers in July 2016. One of the them is "Balancing
Mobility Algorithm for Monitoring Virtual Machines in Clouds" as the first author and the
other one is "Failure or Denial of Service? A Rethink of the Cloud Recovery Model" as a
co-author.
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